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Abstract
v oltage stability is one of the challenging problems in power system operation .
This thesis deals with fast algorithms for Contingency Screening and Ranking (CS&R)
for power system voltage stability studies. CS&R is one cf the important components of
on-line voltage stability assessment. Its purpose: is to rapidly and aceurarety determine
which contingenc ies may cause power system voltage instability acoording 10 their
seven ty.
First. two popular voltage stability analysis melhods. Continuation Power Flow
(CPF) and minimum singular value of Jaco bian matrix. arc studied in this thesis. Then.
several existing CS&R methods are reviewed . Two of them. Reactive Support Index
(RSI) and Genera lized Curve Fini ng (GCF ) methods. are investigated in detail.
Finally , based on the GCF method, two novel methodsfor CS&R are proposed in
this thesis. After employing the two improved methods. reseJecting curw jilting points
and fil tering out unreasonable noj~ points . the sjmularicn rescns showthat the proposed
methods have the ability to provide a fast estimate orvoltage stability margins and thus
select the most severe ccnungencies. The proposed methods have been applied for
different power systems. These methods have the potential to be implemented in any on-
line voltage stability assessmen t scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Intr oduction
Electric energy is one of the most fundamental requirements of modem industrial
society . Electric po.....er is produced at generating station s and transmitted to consumers
through a complex nc~·ork of individual components in transmission lines. transformers.
and switching devices. The power system is mainly made up of generation. transmission.
distribution and its auxiliary system .
Power generation. in the electric industry , means ccnversice of energy from a
primary fonn to the electrical Conn. The curre nt sources o f all the electricity distributed
by utilities come from the conversio n of chemical energy of fossil fuels. nuclear fission
energy. and the kinetic energy of water which is allowed 10 fall through a difference of
elevation. A transmission system interconnects all major generating stations and main
load centers in the system. In addition [ 0 its original function o f moving energy over long
distances. it also lies together the importan t generat ion station and primary substations" It
forms me backbone of the integrated pow er system and operates at the highest voltage
leve ls (typically, 230kV and abo ve). while the genera tor vo ltages are usual ly in the range
of I I to 35 kv. which are stepped up to the transmission voltage level. The distribution
system represents the final stage in the transfer of power to the individual customers. The
primary distribution voltage is typically between 4.0 kY and 34.5 kv. Small industrial
customers are supplied by primary feeders at this voltage level. The secondary
distribution feeders supply residential and commercial customers at 120/240 v.
The secure operation of electric power systems is very important. There are many
factors affecting the secure operation of power systems, such as overload of power
system equipment (transmission lines. transformers etc.) and angular stability of
synchronous generators. The maximum temperature of a conductor determines the
thennal limit. Conductor temperature affects the conductor sag between towers and the
loss of conductor tensile strength due to annealing. If the thermal limit is exceeded for a
long time. it may cause the conductor to ground clearance to shorten, and the conductor
will not shrink to its original length when cooled. Angular (transient) stability is another
factor. Power systems rely on synchronous machines for generation of electrical power.
A necessary condition for satisfactory system operation is that all synchronous machines
remain in synchronism or 'i n step' . This aspect of stability is influenced by the dynamics
of generator rotor angles and power-angle relation [I]. If the systems are subjected to
some disturbances, such as load increase. switching operations, and faults with
subsequent circuit isolation, these disturbances may set up an oscillation that causes the
system to swing beyond the critical point [2]. Recovery .....ould be impossible in this
situation, and, as a result. generators .....i1Ilose their angular stability.
Nowadays, line and transformer thermal limits have become less restrictive as the
po.....er systems have become more dense. Fast fault clearing, high performanceexcitation
systems, and other controls have raised the transfer limits in stability limited systems [ I].
However, due to the economic and environmental considerations, it has become
increasingly difficult for many utilities 10add new transmission or generation facilities to
their systems. Despite restrictions in system expansions, customer load often continues to
grow, and utilities are forced to operate power systems under increasingly stressed
conditions. This has led to the emergence of new forms of system instability. One such
form of system instability, which has stirred much interest in the research community in
recent years, is voltage instability. Voltage instability has become more limiting than
angular instability, and in some systems it has been responsible for severe system
disturbances including major blackouts [1. 3]. As a result, much attention has been given
to the study of voltage stability and the development of analytical tools capable of
studying this phenomenon.
One of the most important functions in security assessment of power systems is
contingency analysis. The results of this type of analysis allow power systems to be
operated defensively. Many of the problems that occur in a power system can cause
serious trouble so quickly thai the operator cannot take action fast enough to prevent it.
This is often the case with cascading failures. Because of this aspect of system operation.
computers for power system operation are equipped with contingency analysis programs
that model possible system troubles before they arise. These programs are part of the
security assessment programs and are useful to the power system operators. These make
it possible for the power system to be operated in such a way that most of the
contingencies do not cause serious disturbance to the power system operation.
Fast and accurate ranking of contingencies are vital for the secure and economic
operation of power systems. Due to an increase in transmission requirements and
environmental pressure. utilities are being forced to maximize the transmission
capabilities of the existing transmission lines. This effectively means that in order to
maintain system security and stability, there is a demand for on-line contingency
screening and ranking.
One of the major stumbling blocks to on-line contingency screening and ranking
is the heavy computational burden imposed by most of the power system analysis
software. Thus, computation speed, which in tum depends on the computer hardware
specifications, is the deciding factor which determines the on-line implementation of
power system security assessment functions. The initial investments required for
sophisticated computing equipment are so high that in most cases utilities are not able to
afford them. This prompted researchers to look at alternatives to raw computing power.
Power system engineers are always investigating innovative and challenging ways
to enhance the performance of power systems. Recently, there has been considerable
interest in the fast algorithms for contingency screening and ranking suitable for on-line
voltage stability assessment (4,5.6.7]. However, to the best of the author's knowledge,
some of these methods are computationally demanding, while some are sensitive 10
different power systems [4.5.6.7]. When the latter methods are applied, the ranking
results are quite accurate for some test systems. but not for others. In some cases, they
cannot even provide any useful information about the severity of each of the
contingencies.
1.2 Aim or the Thesi s
The focus o f the research presented in this thesis is on the Cont ingency Screen ing
& Ranking (CS&R) methods suitable for en-li ne voltage stability assessment.
Considering the factors desc ribed above, this research is to meet the fo llowing objec tives:
Sim ulate two popular voltage stability indices.
Investigate several existing contingency screen ing and ranking method s.
Propose a novel contingency screen ing and ranki ng method suitable for en -
line analysis.
Carry out the proposed method on various power systems includi ng severa l
IEEE standard power systems and two Non h.American power syste ms.
1.3 OrganizatioDof tbe Thes is
Chapter 1 o f this thes is discusses the concepts of voltage sLability. severa l indices
of voltage stability. and the simulations o f these indices on two small power system
models.
Chapter 3 focuses on Contingenc y Screening and R.tnk.ing (CS&R) methods .
First. operating states of a typica l power system are explained. Then, the voltage stabili ty
assess ment environment is described . Finally. several existing method s for on-line
contingenc y screening and ranking are presented.
Based. on the CS& R algorithms presented in Chapter 3. two of them. Reactive
Support Index (RSI) and Genera lized Curve Fining (GCF) methods . are investigated
using a variety o f power systems in Chapter 4. Their simulation results are also compared
with those of the Continuation Power Flow (CPF) method. which has accurate
performance.
In view of the poor performance of GC F for several larger power systems. a novel
on-line contingency screeni ng and ranking method based on GCF is proposed by the
author in Chapter 5. In addition. the simulalions of the proposed method are carried out
on several power systems including Be Hydro 197·bus system and Ontario Hydro 1254·
bus system. The ranking results are compared with those of CPF method.
In Chapter 6. the summary of the thesis highl ighting the contribution of the
research and recommendations for future work are outlined.
Chapter 2
Power System Voltage Stability
2.1 Int rodu ction
ln this chapter, the theory of voltage stability will be presented. followed by a
deba te. Voltage 5lobility-SJatic or Dynamic? Then. several concepts (PV curves. QV
curves, and voltage stability margins) related to voltage stability will be described.
Finally. two types of voltage stability indices. direct index and indirect index, will be
introduced . The simulation results, based on these indices. will also be presented on a S-
bus and New England39-bus power system model.
2.2 Voltage Stability
II has been long recognized that there is strong coupling between real power
transmission (MW) and rotor angle. and reactive power transmission (MYAR) and the
voltage (1.1]. In other words. the availability of MW is dictated by the machine angle.
which in tum is decided by the input to the prime movers. On the other hand, voltage is
related to the MYAR availability at that point. To undemand the above concepts,
consider a simple power system. lt is known that real and reactive pow er transmission
depends on the voltage magnitu de and angle at both the send ing end and the receivi ng
end. Figur e 1 shows a two-machine system. The relationshi p betw een voltages and angles
at both ends can be derived as follows :
E,U
en
p, +jQ,'"
jX
p, +jQ, '"
I ...
E,LO
Figure 2.1 A two-machine power system (3]
S,:: p'+jQ, = t.r
~ E [ E, COSd +}E,s inJ - E' j· ·
, }X
:: E,E' sino +}[ E.E,COS(i -E; j
X X
Similar ly, for the sending end:
P,:: E:, sino = Pmo., sind
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
where:
E. the sending end voltage (kV);
E, ; the voltage ai lhe'receiving end tkv) :
X : the reactance of transmission line (ohm);
: the power angle of a synchronous machine (rad):
I : the current through the transmission line (1cA):
S, : the receiving end complex power (MVA);
P< the sending end real power (MW);
Q, : the sending end reactive power (Mv an;
P. : the receiving end real power (MW);
Or: the receiving end reactive power (MVar).
Voltage inslability can be ascribed to the lack of VAR support needed to maintain
the voltage profile at a specified value {3]. For real power at the receiving end of the
system. equation (1.2) clearly shows tha i when P, increases. the prime mover must
provide more energy 10 increase the power angle 6 so as to balance the power. As a
consequence. Q, . reactive power at the receiving end. will decrease or even become
negative due to the decrease of cos6. On the other hand. as shown in equation (2.S), Q.,
the reactive power at the sending end. will increase sharply. Therefore. the difference
between the reactive powers at both the sending end and the receiving end (i.e . the
reactive power loss across the transmission line) will increase remarkably. Transmission
lines become a drain of reacr ive power. Generally. in case of heavy load, more than one
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unit o f reactive power will be required for each additi onal unit of real power transm itted.
When the required reactive power exceeds the limit fhat the generator can provide. the
system will collapse.
According to the reference [3]. the definitions of voltage stability and voltage
collapse are given as follows :
"A power system at a given operating stale and subject to a given
disturbance is vollGge stilble if voltages near loads approach post-
disturbance equilibrium values. The disturb ed state is within the region of
att raction of the stable post-disturban ce equilibrium."
"A power system at a given operating state and subject to a given
distu rbance undergoes voltage collapse if post-disturban ce equilibrium
voltages are below acc eptable limits: '
"Normally, voltage collapse may be total or panial (blackout). To some
extent. Voltage instability and voltage collapse are used somewhat
interchangeable."
Thus, voltage collapse is an extreme fonn of voltage instability. As opposed to
angle instability. the main dynamics involved in voltage collapse is the load dynamics.
Hence voltage stability has also been called load stability [2}. During the period of
voltage decay, other dynamics no less important come into play. These are generator
excitation control, on-load tap changers (OLTCs). static Var compensator (SVC)
controls. thermostat controlled loads etc. Since all of the above controls have a longer
response lime (in seconds), the dynamics are termed as slow dynamics. Typically, the
response time may range from 10-20 seconds up to several minutes. Next. we will
II
examine how voltage stability can develop in a simple radial system and show how the
various controls listed above contribute to voltage instability.
Consider the radial power system shown in Figure 2.2. which consists of
generator s feeding three different types of distribution systems through a heavily loaded
transmission line [8].
LTC
Gen. tem p
Resistorload
-.
Primary
capacitors
Industrialload LTC
Industrial load
Figure 2.2 A simple radial power system
The three di fferent types of loads are
1) Type I is a domes tic load which is mostl y a heating and lighting load and is
relatively a high power factor load . This type of load tends to drop with drop in voltage.
2) Type 2 is an industrial load on a load lap chang er (LTC) . Most of the industria l
load compris es of induction motors and does not vary with voltage .
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3) Type 3 is an industrial load not on LTC.
In this heavily loaded system operating near its voltage stability limit. a small
increase in load (active or reacti ve), a loss of generation or shunt compensation, or a drop
in sending end voltage. for examp le. can bring in voltage instability. Assuming that one
of the above mentioned changes happen. and the receiving end voltage falls. several
mechanisms come into play. Since residential loads are voltage dependent. the active and
reactive loads drop with drop in voltage. The industrial active and reactive loads
domi nated by induction motors change onl y by a small amount. Thus, the overall effect
may be the stabilization of vo ltage at a value slightly less than the rated value. The next
action is the operation of distribution transform er lap changers to restore distribution
vo ltages. The resident ial active load will increase while the industrial reactive load will
decrease. The increasing reside ntial load will outweigh the decrease in reactive load.
causing the transformer primary voltage to fall further . The increased primary reactive
losses will further drop the transform er primary voltage. In this scenario . the OLTCs (on
load lap changer) may be close to their limits. primary voltage at around 90% and
distribution voltage be low normal . As voltage sensitive ccntrclled loads {residential)
creep back toward full power . primary and secondary voltages will drop further . The
Type 3 industrial loads. in other words. those without OLTCs will be exposed to reduced
voltage levels. This great ly increas es the stalling of induction motors (stall ing occurs
when load torque is grea ter than developed torque) . When a motor stalls , it will draw
increasing reactive current. bringing down the voltage on the bus. This results in a
"cascade" stalling of other induct ion motors , resulting in a localized voltage collapse.
Since rnost large induction motors are contro lled by magnet ically held conractors. the
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vol tage collapse wou ld cause most motors to drop oIT from the system . This loss of load
will cause the voltage to recover. However. the recovered voltage will again result in the
cornactcr closing. and the motor stalling and collapse . Thus . this loss and recovery o f
load can cause alternate collapse and recovery of vcnag e. The effect o f automat ic:voltage
regu lation (AVR) may be exp lained as follows: As the voltage drops the AVR steps in
and increases the reactive generation. This increases the field CUJTen! and when the
current limit is reached . the exc itation limiters come into play and voltages are allowed to
drop. Nearb y gene rators may pick up the reactive load. but this may last on ly for a few
minutes ifthey too reach their excita tion limits.
Thus. from the above discussion. it is clear that voltage stability is essentially
"slow" dynamics and is affected by the nature and type of load. transformer lap changer
act ion. or generator AVR contro l.
To sum up. the various imponant factors contribut ing to voltag e instab ility are :
I) Stressed power. in other words . high active and reac tive loadi ng due to excess i..'e
load or Iinc or transfonner outages .
2) lnadequatc fast reactive JXlwer resources availab le loca lly. aggra vated by action
of field curren t limiters of genera tors.
3) l oad response at low voltages .
4) Tap changer respon se to distribu tion voltage magnitud e and prop up loads as
primary voltages continue to fall .
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2.3 Voltage Stability: Static or Dynamic?
The above scenario, which describes how a voltage collapse can evolve in a
system. shows that the time frame for a collapse 10 occur can be within minutes
depending on the response of the various controls involved. Traditionally, dynamic
analys is. as applied to angle stability , has limited itself to the generator dynamics during
the transient phase in milliseconds. However. the time frame for vo ltage stability is much
larger and the computation requi rements. if the generator dynamics are to be taken into
account for such a long period of time. would be prohib itive. In view of the longer time
frame involved. voltage stability has often been viewed as a steady state probl em suitable
for static analysis [I ]. Also. since a major factor in voltage instability is the availability of
reactive power, the problem is ideal for power flow analysis. The static approach can
offer an insight into the phenomena and can indeed give an approximate, yet acceptable
solution which is computationally much simpler compared 10 the dynamic approach.
However. since the effect of load dependency on voltage is of imponance in voltage
stability, it is desirable thai the static load now approach can be modified suitably to
incorporate the voltage dependency on load. This "quasi static" model can give a
reasonable accuracy without a corresponding increase in computation requirement. Thus.
it may be seen that there is a trade off involved in both approaches, and since engineering
solutions should be practical and economical and not necessarily ideal, the static
approach is widely used by most utilities. Recently, many static approaches for voltage
stability have been proposed [9- 14].
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2.4 Concepts Related to Voltage Stability: PV Curv es. QV Curv es,
and Margios
PV curves and QV curves are two widely used curves in power system stability
analys is. These two methods determi ne steady -state loada bility limits which are related 10
voltage stabi lity.
2.4.1 PV C urves
PV curves are a widely used traditional voltagestability analysis methodin power
systems. In a power system. PV curves can be obtained if the receiving end voltage V is
plo tted against the real power P when the load at the receiving end is inc reased .
a) An infin ite source pow er syst em
Figure 2.3 A PV curve for an infinitesource at a constant power factor
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Consider the very simple system of Figure 2.3(3). If the load is increased at
constant power factor from the initial value of Pa + j~ . the PV curve shown in Figure
2.3(b) can be obtained. which shows the change in load bus voltage as II function of
active power at the load bus. When the load is increased. a maximu m power trans fer limit
is reached at the ' nose' . P_ . determined by the network impedance. sending end
voltage. and load power factor. Beyond P-. ' no additional active power can be
trans ferred. The voltage at P-.. ' referred to as the critical voltage ~,• • is the bus voltage
at which instability will occur. The top half of the PV curve can be referred 10 as stable
region and the bottom pan as the unstable region.
PV curves are usefu l for conceptual analysis of voltage stability and for the study
of radial system. Recently, this method has also been used for large meshed network
where P is the total load in an area and V is the voltage at a critical or representative
b",(6) .
2.4.2 QV Curves
The procedure for obtaining die QV curves is similar to that for PV curves
outlined above. QV curves can be obtained by plotting voltage at a bus against the
reactive power at the same bus. In the QV curve, voltage V is on die X-axis and the
reactive power Q on the Y-axis. For the different values of P shown in Figure 2.3(a),
when increasing the reactive power Q. we can plot the QV curves shown in Figure 2.4.
For large systems, the curves are obtained by a series ofpow cr flow simulations.
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Figure 2.4 PQ curves for load buses
Q-V curves have several advantages :
The characteristics of lest bus shunt reactive compensation (capacitor, SVC.
synchrono us condenser, STATCOM [ IS]. UPFC (16]) can be plotted directly on the
QV curve. The operating point (~) is the intersection of QV curve and the reactive
compensation characteristic. This is useful since reactive compensation is often a
solution to voltage stability problems.
Voltage security is closely related to reactive power, and a QV curve gives the
reactive power margin at the test bus. The reactive power margin is the MVar
dis tance from the operat ing point (Op) to the bottom of the curve (Om).
QV curves are used in many utilities. Since the method only artificially stresses a
single bus without considering its influence to the whole systems, the conclusions should
be con firmed by more realistic methods. Nowada ys. this method has been expended to
include the MVar at the whole system instead of only on particular bus.
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2.4.3 Stability ~Iargln
Stability margin ( or loadin g margin) is an important concept in power systems. lt
is a measure of proximity to either: ( i) a post-contingency loadability limit. or (ii ) a
secure opera tion limit.
A margin to vo ltage collapse is defined as the largest load change that the
power system may sustain at a bus or collective of buses from a well-
defined operating point. It may be measured in MV,\. MW, or MVar.
Also. many effects influence the stability margin . such as reactive power
limitat ion of generators. load change s. or equipment outage ( \ ,3].
In a system shown in Figure 2.5(a), for example, a load is supplied through a
small impedance transmission line. by a generator G\ which is in tum connected through
relatively large impedance transm ission line to an infinite bus . Here. the generator and
load are analogous to some local area of load and generation in an actual power system,
while the infinite bus represents the remote generation or a neighborin g utility.
Cons ider the first situation in which generator G l has unlimited reactive
capability. If the load is increased. with active power increased on GI accordingl y. PV
curve I shown in Figure 2.S(b) is obtained and its stability margin is P.....d -PO.
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(a) A radial power system
~"' l • __ ~ - - - - - - .., Curve 1
~~I -----------t------r----------1
Curve 2 : : j
Po
(b) PV curves for a radial system at different conditions
Figure 2.5 Illustration of stability margin (17)
In real tire. however. generators do not have infinite reactive capability. Consider
the second situation in which the reactive limit orG I is assumed 10 be OGmn. If the load
is once again increased from its initial value and the active power of 0 1 is increased
accordingly, the PV curve 2 in Figure 2.5(b) is obtained. It is seen Ihat PV curve 2
fo llows the same trajectory as curve I until a certain active load P I at which Gl hils its
reactive power limit QGrnu.
From the above example. the stability margin of curve 1 is greater than that of
curve 2 (i.e. Pnu\l-PO> PII"QU- Po). However. the critical voltage of curve I is smaller than
that of curve 2 (i.e. Vm t l < VCfl1.2 ). Therefore . the margin is a good ind icator of the
proximity to voltage instability rather than voltage level.
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Voltage Stability margin is the basic and widely accepted index 10 voltage
collapse because it has following advantag es:
( I ) The margin is straightforward. well accepted and easily understood .
(2) The margin is an accurate index that lakes full account of the power system
non-linearity and limits such as reactive powe r limitation of generators.
However, it also has severa l disadvan tages. One of them is that the calculation of
margin is time consuming.
2.5 Voltage Stability Indices
Performance indices to predict proximity to voltage collapse problems have been
of considerable interest to researchers and technical staff in power system operation. as
these indices could beused on-line or off-line to help operators detenni ne how 'close' the
system is 10 collapse. The objec tive of these indices is 10 define a scalar magnitude that
can be monitored as system parameters change. If this index exceeds a predefined
threshold, the preventive or corrective control actions will be triggered. Therefore. these
voltage stability indices should have a ' predictable' shape and be ' smooth', so that
acceptable predictions may be made; furthermore, they should be computationally
inexpensive, panicular ly for on-line system monitoring. Generally, these indices can be
classified into two types: direct indices and indirect indices. The first are originally
developed to compute the collapse point by solving the nonlinear power system equations
to obtain the stability margin. while the second only use information at the operating
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point. In this section. two widely used methods. continuation power flow and minimum
singular value methods. will be introduced .
2.5.1 Continuation Power Flow (CPF) Method
There are many iterative methods availab le [0 solve load. flow equations. such as
Gauss-Seidel and Newton-Raphson methods [18]. Under a certain load. increasing
pattern, these methods can on ly calcula te the upper portion of a PV curve unti l the power
flow equations become singular and fail to be solved. In recent years, the continuation
method has been used to obtai n the power flow solut ion at any load level [19,20]. This
enables the user to obtain the nose of the PV curve as well as the operating points
(unstable) on the lower portion of the PV curve. This method has the following
advantages:
(I) There is clear demarcat ion of limit.
(2) Ther e is information regarding the "unstable" region of operation.
(3) It is possible to obtain the unstable equilibrium points [i.e . low voltage as well
as normal operating voltage solution for a given load). These points form the basis for
direct security assessment based on energy function methods. as well as other methods.
for contingency screeni ng and ranking.
In general . the continuation power flow analysis uses an iterative process
involving predictor and corrector steps, as depic ted in Figure 2.6. From a known initial
so lution (A). a tangent predictor is used to estimate the solution (8) for a specified pattern
of load. increase. The corrector step then determines the exact solut ion (C) using a
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conventional power flow analysis with the system load assumed to be fixed. The voltages
for a further increase in load are then predicted based on a new tangent predictor. If the
new estimated load (0 ) is now beyond the maximum load on the exact solution. a
corrector step with loads fixed would not converge ; there fore. a correct step with a fixed
voltage at the monitored bus is applied to find the exact solution (E) . As the voltage
stability limit is approached. the size of load increase has to be reduced gradually during
the successive predictor steps to determinethe exact maximum load.
Predictor
load Parameter
Figure 2.6 Illustration of continuation power flow method [I]
The behavior ora power system can be described by a set of differential equations
of the fonn
';'=f(x,A.) (2.6)
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where
x : the a-vector of slate variables (voltage magnitudes andangles at all the buses)
1.: a parameter used 10 represent me change in demand at alilhe buses.
For slow variation of the parameter. the power system t an be modeled by a series
of steady-na te solutions to equation (2.6) obtained for different values of I.. These
solutions are obta ined by computing the equi librium points given by the solution to the
non-linear equation
f(x ,J) ; 0 (2.7)
ln terms of the familiar power flow equations, the above SCi may bewritten as
where
Pc.(.l) - Pt,,(A) = ~ V;V/(G, cosO, '" e;sinO, )
Qa,(,i)-QLl(..i) = L V;YJ(G, sin8, - 8,C:056', >
,-
P(io(A.) =P'...(l + ).Kf ,:, )
Pt-( l):: P'.-( l + AX ,..)
Q,..(A.):: Q,.-(l ...J.K /.J )
(2.8)
(2.9)
P,.,,,Qr., are the active and reactive load .11bus I, and PGIO is the active generation
at bus j in the base case.
Comparing the equations (2.7) and (2.8), it can be found that variables ), and x
can be de-coupled or separated. Therefore. equation (2.7) can be rewritten more
compactly as:
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(2.10)
The direction vector b represents the changes in real and reactive power demand
and the changes in real power generation.
The continuation power flow is an iterative process. which is divided into two
steps: predictor and corrector. In the predictor step. linear approximation is used to
predict the next solution for a change in one of the slate variables. This solution will be
used as initial condition to the second step. the corrector step. Detailed description can be
found in (II.
In order 10 obtain the voltage profiles at each bus and to assess the voltage
collapse distance (stability margin). the real and reactive loads are increased in the load
buses in proportion to the bus MVA. assuming constant power factor. The increased real
power generations are picked up by all generators in the power systems also in proportion
to the generator capability. The continuation power flow method is applied to a 5·bus and
New England 39-bus power systems by using the commercial software VSTAB[17]. The
voltage profiles of several load buses are shown in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 respectively.
From these figures. it is visible that both the stable branches and unstable branches ofPV
curves are obtained. When the loads increase at the extreme condition. all PV curves
reach their collapse points at the same time. Details of the S·bus and New England 39-bus
power systems are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.7 Voltage profiles at buses 3,4. and 5 for the 5·bus power system
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Figure 1.8 Voltage profiles at buses 4. 16and 2~ for the New England39-bus power system
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Ev-en though CP F method can give accura te voltage profiles at each bus and the
stability margin for a.POWI:f'system, it needs a 101 of compuling time. Thus.. it is very
difficult tc use this method for en-line analysis. However. this method is widely used as a
standar d benc hmark to check the accurac y o f other methods.
2.5.2 vttntmum Singular Value Method
The minimum singular value of power flow Jacobian matrix is an indirect index
for ·vcltage stability. When a powe r system opera tes close to co llapse point, it is found
that the Jacobian matrix of the power flow equation will become singular and the inverse
of the Jacobian matrix will not exist. Based on the above phenomena. the minimum
singular value methodwas proposed as an index for voltage stability [21].
For the power flow equat ion (2 .7). the power flow Jacobi an matrix can be written
[
i'P i'P]i'o i' V
J - i'Q i'Q
s s i' V
(2.11)
For this real nxn square Jacobian matrix at the equilibrium point (Z .,.4) of
equation (1.7), it can be written as:
J =RIS' = t r,u,S,'
,.,
(2 .12)
Where the singular vectors r/ and s; arc the r columns of the orthononnal
matr ices R and S. and ! is a diagonal matrix of positive real singular values 0' " such thai
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For instance. a given Jacobian matrix
can be decompo sed as:
[
05760 0.8174 ]. [ 5.4650 0 ] [OA046 - 0.9145]'
J: 0.8174 - 0.5760 0 0.3660 x 0.9145 0.4046
R k S r
where R is the left singular matrix. and S is the right singu lar matrix . The minimum
singular value of this Jacobian matrix is equal to 0.3660.
When the Jacobian matrix becomes singular.
it can be decomposed as:
_ l·0.4472 0.8944 ]. [,.0711 0 ].[OJI62- 0.9481] '
J - 0.8944 - 0.4472 0 0.ססOO 0.9481 0.3162
R I S'
The minimum singular value of Jacobian matrix becomes zero. Hence. the
application o f minim um singular value to voltage collapse analysis can be focused on
monitoring the singular value up to the point when it become zero at collapse point.
In this chapter. the minimum singular value method is implemented by using
MATLAB [22] program . After specifying the load and generation increasing patterns
which are the same as those of section 2.5.1. simulation results for the power systems are
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as show n in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. From these tables. it is clear that when the loading
levels increase, their minimum singular values of Jacobian matrixes will decrease.
Table 1.1 Minimum singular values and loading levels for the !i-bus sys tem
l oading l evels (MW) 145 207 269 332 394
Minimum singular values 3.6856 3.5656 3.4271 3.2664 3.0787
Loading Levels (MW) 456 519 581 643 768
I Minimumsingular values 2.8S71 2.5905 2.2601 1.8256 0.2500
Table 1.2 Minimum singular valuesand loading levels fort hc New England 39·bus system
, l oading Leve ls (MW) 6150 6735 7319 7903 8488
Minimum singular values 0.6661 0.6569 0.6468 0.6355 0.6231
Loading Leve ls (MW) 9072 9656 10241 10825 11409
Minimumsingular values 0.6092 0.5936 0.5758 0.5552 0.5308
Figure 2.9. and Figure 2.10 graphically show Ihe relationship betwee n the
minimum singular values and loading levels. It can be seen that the minimum singular is
a non-linear index. Further studies show that the magnitude of the minimum singular
value is strongly affected by the dimens ion of the Jacobian matrix, the network structure.
and the numbe rof PV buses . Figure 2.11 shows the simulation resul ts for a 63 -bus power
system as given in [23]. At heavy load condition, several generators reached their
react ive power limits. When the reactive margin of genera tors vanishes. the buses
connecting to these genera tors win change from PV buses (voltage controlled buses) to
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PQ buses (load buses). while the dimension of the Jacobian matrix will increase. As a
consequence, the magnitude of the minimum singular value decreases dramatically and
has a high non-linear behavior. Therefore. the minimum singular value index is not a
good indicator of an approaching voltage collapse.
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Figure 2.9 Minimum singular value index for the S-bU5 power system
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Figure 2.10 Minimum singular value index for the New England 39-bus power system
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Figure 2.l I Minimum singular value index for a 63-bus power system [23]
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2.6 Summary
This chapter has explained the general theory of voltage stability. followed by
several concepts related to voltage stability . name ly PV curves, QV curves. and stab ility
margin. Two types of voltage stabili ty analys is methods . Continuation Power Flow and
Minimum Singular Value. are introduced. The simulation resu lts for the two indices are
also presented. The results show that the conti nuation power flow method can not on ly
provide stability marg in. but also give the voltage profiles of all buses in the system. The
drawb ack o f this method is that it is time consuming. Normally, this method is widely
used as a benchmark 10 check the acc uracy of ether methods . Minimum Singular Value is
ano ther performance index 10 indicate how "close" the system is to its voltage collapse
point Howeve r, its magni tude is strongly affected by the dimension of Jacobian mat rix.
the network structure, and the num ber of PV buses. Thus. its perfonnan ce is highly non-
linear. This drawback affects its applications .
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Chapter 3
Contingency Screening and Ranking Methods
J.t Introduction
Curren tly. many utilities perfonn ofT-line studies to determin e voltage stability
marg in and contro l actions necessary 10 ensure stab ility for a restricted set of system
conditions. These results are then complied into a look-up table for use by the system
operators . This approac h flu many dra wbacks such as signi ficant amount of o ff-line
analysis. limited number of considered operat ing conditions. and limited number of
considered contingencies. In light of the importance of voltage stability to system
performance and the shortcomi ngs o f the off-line methods . then: exists a strong need for
on-li ne voltage stability assessment method . Translat ing me available off -line voltage
stab ility assessment tool s for on-line usc provides many challenges.
An important function in voltage stability assessment tools is contingenc y
screening and ranking . Its objecti ve is to quickl y and accuratel y select a short list or
critical contingenc ies from a large list o r potential cont ingenc ies andrank them accord ing
10 their severity . Suitable preventive control actions can be implemented considering
ccnungencies that are likely to affect the power system performance [24.25]. Recently.
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many fast algorithms suitable for on-line cont ingency screening and ranking have been
proposed (~.5 .26 1 .
In this chapter, power system operati ng states and voltage stability assessment
environment will be introduced. Then many existing contingency screening and ranking
methods will be presented. The advantages and limitations of these rnclhods will be
described as well.
3.2 Operating Slates
Power system operation is subjected to two sets of constraints: i) the load
constraints. which express that the load demand is mel by the system; and ii) the
operating constraints. which impose minimum or maximum limits on variables associated
with the sys tem co mponents (JJ.
If both the load and the operat ing constraints are satisfied, lite system is said to be
in a normal operating state. On the occurrence of disturbance. the system may either
settle down to a new nonn al stale or it may enter other stalcs. The system operat ing
conditions can be classified into five states: normal. alert. emergency. in extremis. and
reslora(i~·e. Figure 3.1 depicts these operating states and the ways in which transition can
take place fromone stale 10 anctber.
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Figure 3. 1 Power system operating states [ I]
In the normal state. all system variables are within the normal range and no
equipment is being overloaded. The system operates in a secure manner and is able to
withstand 3 contingency without violating any of the constraints.
The system enters the alert state ifthe security level falls below a certain limit of
adequacy. or if the possibility of disturbance increases . In this state. all system variables
are within the acceptable range and all constraints are satisfied . However, the system has
been weakened 10 a level where a contingency may cause an over loading of equipment
thai places the system in an emergency stale. If the disturbance is very severe, the in
extremis (or extreme emergency) state may result directly from the alert stale.
The sys tem enters the emergency Slate if a sufficiently severe disturbance occurs
when the system is in the alert state. In this state. voltages at many buses are low and/or
equipment loading exceeds short-term emergency ratings . The system is still intact and
may be restored to the alert state by the initiating of emergency control actions .
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(f the protective actions are ineffective. the system is in extremis , The result is
cascading outages and possibly a shut-down of a major port ion of the system. Control
actions. such as load shedding (24]. are aimed at saving as much of the system as possible
from a widespread blackout.
The restorative state represents a condition in which control action is being taken
to reconnect all the facilities and to restore system load. The system transits from this
state to either the alert state or normal state. depending on system conditions.
Characterizat ion of the system conditions into five slates. as described above,
provides a framework in which control strategies can be developed and operator actions
identified to deal effect ively with each state.
Voltage instability may develop from a few seconds (short-term) 10 severa l
minutes or longer (long-term). Both are usually considered too fast 10 be corrected by
system operators. and hence corrective actions are implemented through automatic
controls . However. the time taken by the long-term insta bility to develop. while short for
a human operator, would be ample for a comp uter executing efficient software to identify
the problem. warn the operator and suggest or trigger correcti ve actions. Voltage Stability
Assessment, based on on-line system analysis and adapting its decision 10 disturbance of
concern. has been investigated with great interest.
3.3 Voltage Stability Assessment
Voltage stability has become one of the most important and urgent problems in
modem bulk power supply systems due to the sign ificant number of serious failures
believed to have been caused by this phenomenon [1.3]. For many utilities. planning and
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operating studies indicate that voltage stability is a limiting operating criterion. It is
therefore necessary 10 develop Voltage Stability Assessment (VSA) tools in today's
Energy :-'bnagement Systems (EMS) for on-line power system voltage stability analysis .
Recently. some possible schemes for en-line voltage stability assessment (VSA)
have been proposed [4]. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the voltage stability assessment
environment as discussed in [4J. The VSA environment receives its input from a real time
database . This input consists of the current state o f power system as determined by a state
estimator. In addition. other inputs 10 VSA include~inent data required for voltage
stabi lity analysis, including all the models of de..'ices and controls.
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Figure 3.2 Funcucnal representation of VSA environment (4)
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The first task within the VSA environment is the assessment of securi ty ofcurrent
operating point from the voltage stability point of view. This assessment identifies
whether the operating point is secure or not. If a credible contingency would cause
violation of voltage stability criteria. the system will be deemed voltage insecure.
Depending on this outcome. analysis should proceed with the determination of an
appropria te corrective strategy. in the insecure case. or to the study mode. in the secure
case. The objective of the study mode is to determine from a large set of potential
contingenci es those thai may lead to voltage stability problems. Contingency screening
and ranking is an important part of the study mode. The large list of selected
contingencie s is screened and ranked using fast ranking algorithms. For those
contingenc ies which are likely to be harmfu l. preventive and corrective strategies
(react ive powe r control. or load shedding) may be deve loped in terms of control actions
to be executed in either a pre-contingency, or post contingency mode [1.20.21).
Preventive control actions move the system state to a voltage secure opera ting point.
Corrective contro l actions would maintain voltage stability of the system in case severe
or unforeseen contingencies happen. Thus. it can be seen that the overall aim of the
voltage stability assessment environment is to increase the security of the power system
at any given condit ion.
.3.4 Metbods for Contingency Screening and Ranking
Obviously. if one were to consider all possible disturbances. it would be
impossible to find a secure power system. In practice. system securi ty is checked with
reference to a set of credible disturbance s. i.e. disturbanc es with a reasonable probab ility
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of occurrence, referred to as contingencies. A contingency can consist of one or more
events occu rring sim ultaneously or at diff erent instants of time. with each event resu lting
in a change in the state of one or more power sys tem clements. It may be initialed by a
small disturbance, a fault. or a switching action . Normall y, the following types of
switching action should besupported in the definition of a contingency;
I) Breake r opening/closing
2) Shunt capacitor/reactive insertion and/or removal
3) Gene rator tripping
~) Load shedding
5) Transformer tap changing
6) FACTS device connectivity and operation
7) Autom atic transfer trippin g (armed remedial action)
However. it is impractical and unneces sary to analyze in detai l the impac t of
every conceiva ble system contingency. Because of interconnections of power systems.
systems are beco ming larger and larger. If all contingencies are studied in detail , it will
take a long time for calculation. This is intolerant for on-line voltage stability assessment.
Further. most contingencies are not severe. Only a limited number of contingencies may
impact the security of power system immediately [5]. Hence. only these contingencies
will be of immed iate concern and must be assessed . Therefore. it is desirab le to be able to
screen the conting encies such that a list of those most likely to cause problems can be
assessed in detail. These contingencies should be ranked according to their expected
impact.
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As stated in chapter 2. by directly solving non-linear power flow equations for
different contingency cases, one can obtain their collapse points and rank them according
to their stability margins. Th is method is accurate, but only suitable for off-line stud ies
rather than for on-line. In order to develop on-tine voltage stability tools. many on-line
contingency screening and ranking methods are proposed [4.5.6}. Several of them are
discussed below .
3.4.1 Multiple Luad Flow Method (MLF) (271
In order to rank contingencies, a method called Multiple Load Flow Method
(MLF) was proposed [27). MLF can compute an approximate margin by using voltage
gradients determined at a Stable Equilibrium Point (SEP) of the voltage V versus load ...l.
curve, and at the corresponding Unstable Equilibrium Pa in! (UEP). as shown in Figure
3.3. The margin obta ined by MLF is a first order approximation of voltage stability
margin; however, since on ly the relative order of contingencies is of interest for
contingency screening and ranking. it is not necessary to predict the actual voltage
collapse point. Point C in Figure 3.3 is sufficient to permit the ranking of contingencies
for comparison with the ranking produced by the re ference method. the continuat ion-
based power flow.
ApprOIQmlM Margin - _ : A
Figure 3.3 Illustration of multiple load now method
The sensitivity of the bus voltage magnitude at bus; with respect to system load
change is given by
where
V, is the voltage at bus;
Pi is the MW injection at bus;
Q, is the Mvar injection at bus;
is the load change parameter
N is the number ofbuses
(3.\ )
Let b be the vector defining the direction of change of the system load, such that
4\
and i~: /cP. and i t<;/iQ, elemen ts of the inverse Jacobian matri x. Let m;<P:::i~ ><f' I i ;'
be the voltage sensitivity at bus i computed at the SEP. and m,""" = cl~""" I i ). be the
voltage sensitivity at bus i computed at the UEP. then the equations of the tangents to the
curve V versus A. can be computed. From these the .1A change between the current
opera ting poin t and the point of intersection o f the tangents is given by
(3 .2)
The basis o f the above method is that there exist two close load flow solutions in
heavi ly loaded power systems. One is the higher voltage (SE P) solution: the other is the
lower voltage (UEP) solution.
Multiple Load Flow Meth od has been reliable in finding the low voltage
solutions and more robust than mere ly starting the power flow with the load bus of
interest at some extremely depressed voltage magnitude. However. because Ml F method
uses first order approximation. its results are not accurate according to reference [4].
3.4.2 Test function method
The test function method is used for the estimation o f the critic al value of the load
parame ter A.• • The bas ic idea o f the method is to use a test function t(x. A) to determine
the existence of collapse point s bounded by two solutions (x l, At) and (x2, Al) [4]. The
test function is defined as
I(X,.!) = e;J (x ,).) v (3.3)
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where
ej is the l-unit vecto r of order n
is the Jacobian matrix of the system equation (2.8)
is obtained from the solution to
13.4)
with l 'l defined by
13.4)
It can be shown that the propose d tes t functio n has a value of zero at the co llapse
point ,,". This is eq uiva lent 10 singu larity of tile Jaco bian matrix at the same point.
Using the proposed test functio n. the authors of[26} co mputed appro ximati ons to
the crit ica l va lues of the load parameter A.", as follows
x =A,-.!. 1(.<"..1,)
2 1'(,<" ,(,)
for a quadratic (second order) approximation. and,
for a quartic (fou rth order) appro ximation .
(3.; )
13.6)
In the above Cann ulae the deri vative r is co mputed by using a small perturba tion
to the param eter A.
However, test results obtained in reference [4] have shown that the accuracy of
this method is not very satisfactory.
3.4.3 V-Q Cu rve Fitting Method (VQf) [4]
The method in reference [4] is another fast but approximate method for the
computation of limit to collapse based on power flow and curve fitting. This method.
however, is only applicable to the computation of a reactive power limit to voltage
collapse. lt determines the limit from the V.Q curve obtained for a particular bus in
power system with respect to reactive power changes at thai bus.
The basic idea of the method is 10 use three known points in the V.Q curve and 10
fit an appropriate curve by the three points. In the experiments reported in [4]. a cubic
spline was used. The three points used aTC shown in Figure 3.4. Point PI corresponds to
the base case condition obtained from the Slate estimator. Point P~ is the origin of the
coordinate system (0.0). while point PJ is obtained from a power now solution with.the
bus of interest treated as a PV bus with a selected voltage magnitude (say 0.9 per unit).
The value of reactive power Q (MVar) obtained at the bus, together with the chosen
voltage magnitude. comprise the third point. Given these points the spline can be easily
computed. The value of voltage magnitude for which the reactive power is a maximum is
then determined, and thus the estimated margin can be computed.
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of V.Q curve fitting method
However, the main disadvantage of this method is that the reactive load change is
applied only at a single bus. which is nO I realistic.
3.4.4. Generalized Curve Fit (GCF) (4)
To overcome the disadvantage of the VQF method. reference [4} introduced
another approximation method, Generalized Curve Fit (OCF) method. 10 calculate the
nose of PV curve .
The method to compute the stable branch and 10 get an approximation to the
collapse point is obtained by using the curve fitting technique. In general. the stable
branch may be approx imated by a polynomial of degree n of the form
(3.7)
where the pairs (x,A.)are solutions of equation (2.7) on stable branch . From Figure 3.5, it
is clear thai the stable branch of the Voltage versus Power curve can be approximated by
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a second order polynomial. To fit the desi red polyno mia l. it is sufficie nt to determine
three stable equi librium po ints on the curve. One of these points is a given stable
equilibrium point obtained from a stale estimation solution and denot ed by (X ' I>. ;.oI1) .
Two other points can then be computed by increas ing the dem and :0. such that
i.'" > ;:: , > A' l>. The points corresponding to (.t": '. J.'1')and (.T" \ ..-t,J,) can be obtained
using two steps o f the cont inua tion power now.
v P.( , ' '';' ''' )· ~ ~ . : ~_ .~(XI 1 ' . A' : I )
- -- _ _....p,(x ' l'.l<l' )
---')Ao
,.-. , .. ",
p
Figure 3.5 Illustntion of generalized curve lining method (4)
approximate stable branch
(3.8)
After the constants al. 32. and 3J are computed. the voltage collapse index (the
load demand limit) A." is given by
(3.9)
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where
(] .I O)
and n, is the number of buses where load is changed.
Although the method in this paper gives very accurate ranking for contingencies,
the actual margins calculated have relatively noticeable errors . The inaccur acy of this
method is that it uses only three points 10 calculate the collapse point. A'. which is out of
the range between f..l and ).~ . The farther the distance beween the collapse point and "J.
the bigger the error will be. Therefore. the method is also highly dependent on the
location of the three selected points.
3.4.5. Look-a head Voltage Met hod [61
ln reference [6]. the authors proved that the power flow equations could be
expressed as a quadratic function only at the collapse point of a power system. Then.
based on this theory, this paper introduced a new curve fitting method by using only two
points on the stable branch orthe power system solution and the derivative of the second
point.
Starting from a power flow solution. say .t, with the corresponding load level 11 ,
the authors calculated another operating pc int xycorrespc nding to a higher load level A.!
(,1: >,11) and its derivative x1 with respect to the parameter ..1.2. Then. the authors
selected the load bus whose drop in voltage magnitude is the largest to be the curve
fining bus. That is, they defined
(v,IA _ A - v,I... .... )
.'l.V, " v,I..~ ...,
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13.111
and chose the maximum value ,),!-; among l"'y" j,V: .. ... .l V~1 Then the ~ - v curve ofi-th
load bus was chosen to derive the load margin. The equat ion ,( :: a ""Pv. , ..,vJ!;,', was
used to approximate the z -v curve. After substituting the two points (1': 1' ).' ) and
n~ _: .).:), and the derivative Ji,.J at the second point. the authors obtained the values for
parameter a. ~. and y from the following equations:
.it =a + PV,.1+rJt:.!,
-<! = a+fJv,.! + rJt::l
1=flV" + 2rV"V,.,
(3.121
Therefore. the difference between the operation point and the collapse point is
given by:
(3.131
Moreover. to get a more accurate performance index. this paper also gives a
correction. That is. if the selected load bus. whose drop in voltage magnitude is the
largest. also has a signific ant change in angle magnitude. then the performanceindex can
be expressed as
(3.141
In the paper, according to the testing results on 39-bus and 1169·bus systems, the
errors are very small «5%). This performanceindex does work very well.
Unfonunately, there is no method provided to calculate the derivative of the
second point. Also, the authors choose the second point, which is placed as far from the
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tim point as possible. When the seco nd point is located near the collapse point. the result
is much more accurate. Otherwise . this performance index will give a larger mismatch.
Howeve r, in practice. when the second point is being selected. it is very difficult to tell
whether this point is ncar the collapse point or not. If the second point. which is very
close to the collapse point, can be obtained beforehand. the stability margin of the power
system can be determ ined immediately without calculating that performance index. This
is the main disadvant age o f this method .
3.4.6. Reactive Support Index (RSI) and Iterative Filtering (5)
In order to obtain a full-function on-line voltage stability method, Be Hydro
proposed two new methods, Reactive Support Index (RSI) and Iterative Filtering, for
contingency screening and rankin g accord ing to the ir severity .
Reactive support index
Reactive Suppon Index (RSI) evo lved from the severity indices based on
Generalized Curve Fit (GCF) [4} as we ll as an earlier method developed at S.C Hydro
called Reacti ve Compensat ion Index (RCI) . The RCI method is based on the premise that
the distance betw een the nonn al case (pre-contingency) nose and the cont ingency case
nose can be approximated by the tOlal reactive injection required at lhe load buses to
establis h similar voltage levels for both cases . This method. has the following five steps :
( I) Ob tain a pre-contingency power flow nose (nonna l case nose) or a very stressed case
clos e to it. (2) Add artificial synchro nous condensers at the load buses with setti ngs equal
to the load bus voltage value, while the bus voltage angles will be determined . (3) Apply
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a certain contingency (say contingency i). (4) Solve the load flow and establish the
reactive output of the artiticial condensers . (5) Using the artificial condensers ' output.
calculate the Rei defined as:
Rei, = ~m, Q; (3.15)
where RC/, is the relative ReI index for contingency i. e: is the reactive power
generation at the artificial dynam ic Var resource added at the load bus j- / is the total
number of the load buses and rnJ is the weighting factor forthe Var resource at load busj.
Rei was later extended by another similar method called Reactive Support Index
(RSl). which proved to have a better performance (accuracy. speed. and implementa tion
ease) than ReI.
Unlike the ReI index. which needed artificial reactive sources at load buses, the
Reactive Support Index is defined as the extra amount of reactive generation from all the
exist ing dynam ic Var devices (generation. SVC. erc.). To establish the extr a reactive
generation. the reactive limits at the dynamic Var devices are ignored. The RSI has four
steps: (I) Obtain a base-case reflectin g the nose of the normal case or a very stressed case
to the nose. (2) Implement a certain contingency (Steps I and 2 are the sam e as that of
RCI). (3) Solve the power flow equation with the dynamic reactive devices limits open.
(4) Using the solved power flow solution . calculate the RSI defined as:
RSJ,=~[m,(Q;"' - Q;')'] (3.16)
where RSl, is the relative RSI index for contingenc y l, g; and e:: are the reactive
generation of j-th dynamic Var device in the pre-contingency case andafter conting ency i
;0
with open reactive limits respectively. g is the total number of the dynamic Var resource.
m, is the weighting factor for the j-th dynamic Var resource andp is a factor reflecting
the order of the index for removing the masking effect According to the experience of
Be Hydro. the best result can be obtained when p is set to be 1.
v
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Figure 3.6 Illustration of reactive support index
The RSI method was used to screen and rank the contingencies for the Be Hydro
system. which has 1398 buses and 2295 branches. as well as another major utility. which
has 1643 buses and 2299 branches. The result shows that RSl method can closely follow
the pattern of exact margin which is calculated by a repetitive load flow method.
However. this method also misclassifies some contingencies : out of the most critical
contingencies. RSI misclassifies 6 for the 1643-bus system. The misclassification is
unacceptable if those severe contingencies are removed from the contingency shon list.
5\
Iterative Filtering
Figure 3.7 shows a series of Q-V curves for post-co ntingency system relative to
the Q-V curve representing the base-case with no outage. The closer the nose of post-
contingency Q-V curve to that of pre-contingency curve, the less severe the co ntingency.
and vice versa. Based on this fact, the Q.V curve can be arbitrarily divided into several
segments of Very Mild, Mild, High, and Very High indicating the degree of severity.
v
Q
Vr:ryHigh HiSh
Sevefity
Vo:ryMild
Figure 3.7 Illustration of iterative filtering
At a particular stressed load (say point C). only the load flows with Very Mild
contingencies will be solved; others canno t be solved . If the load is decreased to point B,
among the unsolved cases, only the Mild contingencies can be solved and so on.
There fore, for a given stressed. base case, it is possible for the method to filter out a
specified number N which is the most cri tica l of all the contingencies. Theoreticall y, if
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the QV curve is divided into very small segments , this method can precisely rank the
contingencies without any error.
According to reference [5). when the iterative filtering and RSl methods arc
combined together. it gives very accurate ranking results for all selected contingencies.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter , power system operating stales and on-line voltage stability
assessment (VSA ) environment arc introduced. Contingency Screeni ng and Ranking
(CS&R) plays an important part in VSA. To meet the need for on-line voltage stability
assessment tools, many fast algorithms for CS&R have hem proposed. Several of them
have been discussed in this chapler.
Simulation results for fewofthc selected methods on different power systems will
bepresented.in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Results for Contingency Screening and
Ranking
4.1 Introduction
ln this cha pter. three methods. Cont inuation Power Flow (CPF). Reactive Suppon
Index (RSI), and Generalized Curve Fit (GCF), are applied to sample power systems.
CPF is an accurate method of solving load now equatio ns and thus obtaining the voltage
collapse point. while RSf and GCF methods are two fast ranking algorithms suitable for
on-line Contingency Screening and Ranking (CS&R).
The simulation results presented in this chapter are based on a 5-bus. New
England 39-bus. IEEE II S·bu s, IEEE JQO-bus. as well as a 6OO-bus. BC Hydro 197-bus.
and Ontario Hydro 12S4-bus power systems. The study can be divided into three pan s.
The first part will present the ranking results obtained by the CPF method. The second
pan of the work will calculate the RSI results for 5·bus. liS -bus and 600-bU5power
systems . The RSI ranki ng results will also be compared with the accurate ones which are
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ob tained by CPF. The thirdpan will deal with GCF rank ing results. The accuracy of GCF
will be compared with CPF as well.
Among these methods. CP F was implemented by YSTAB softw are [ 17] de velop ed
by Powertech Labs Inc . All other programs were written in ,\,fArLAB [22 ] by the author .
4.2 Continuation Power Flow Result s for Cont ingency Screen ing and
Ranking
Figure 4. 1 shows the sing le line diagram ora S·b us power system . The test syste m
has two generators and 7 transmission lines . Bus 1 is the swing bus; bus 2 is a PV bus ;
and buses 3. 4, and 5 are all PQ buses. The transmission line impedances and line
charg ing adm ittanc es in per unit on lOOMVA base are given in Table 4.1. The schedu led
ge neration. load. and des ired bus vol tages are given in Ta ble 4.2.
Figure 4.1 Single line diagram of the 5·bus system
Table 4.1 Impedances and line charging for the 5-bus system
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line Bu, l ine impedance Line charging
Number From To (p.u) (p.ll)
1
I
1·2 0.02 + j 0.06 0.0 + j 0.030
2 1-3 0.08 +J0.24 0.0 + j 0.025
3 2 - 3 O.06+j O.18 0.0 + j 0.020
• 2- • O.06+j O.l 8 0.0 + j 0.020
5 2 · 5 O.04 + jO .12 0.0 + j O.OIS
6 3 - 4 0.01 + j o.m 0.0 + j 0.010
7 4 - 5 0.08 + j 0.24 0.0 + j 0.025
Table a.z Scheduled genera tion. loads. and desired bus voltage for the ) -bus system
Bus Desired bus voltage Generation Load
number (p.u) Megawatts Megavars Megawatts Megavars
I 1.06LO 100 55.27 0 0
, 1.0 40 -41 .24 0 0
3
-
0 0 45 15
• -- 0 0 40 5
5
-
0 0 60 10
To obtain PV curves. the load at each bus is increased proportionally to its MVA.
and the generation is also picked up b y all generators proportionally 10 their capabilities.
After applying the CPF method 10 the 5-bus system by using VSTAB. the PV curve of the
pre-contingency case at a certain bus can be obtained. For this system, the total system
load at the base case operating condition is t ~S.OO MW at which the tine outages are
assumed to occur. The maximum load can reach 748.34 MW, beyond which no power
ss
flow solution exists. Hence. themargin for the pre-contingency case is 748.34 - 145.00 ""
643.34 MW.
Keeping the load increase pattern and generat ion dispatch scheme as before. if
one transmission line among these seven is out of service independently, the PV curves at
a certain bus can be obtained by using the CPF method.
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show PV curves at bus 5 for both pre-contingency and
different line outage contingencies by using the CPF method. It is visible that when line I
or line 6 is out of service. their margins only decrease a little bit; however. i f line S is
disconnected. the margin decreases dramatically.
1 • • • • • • •.. ······r······;-·--··T······T····· ·1····---\
0 9 · ·· _ · ··~·· · ·_ ·· 1·_· : - - - - - ~ · · · · · · r_ ·. ·. -. -. ·. ·_ :.j:. -: ·: -: -: -: -: -: 1:.
:> 0 8 ·······f······1··--···j··-----; : .
t: : : : : : :1:: :: : : t:: : : : :l:: : : : : -~~: : . :' ~:.'L. __.:
~ 0 5 -- · ·· · + -- · · ·· i · · · ·· · · i · · · · · · · f · ··~~L· ·· i · · --..j
0 4 ····_·+····--i·_··_· -t·_·· _ · ~ _ · ·· _ ·+·~/~!· j
: : ' : : : ;
200 300 400 500
loading level [MVVJ
600 700 800
Figure 4.2 PV curves for both pn:-eontingency and line 1.2.and 3 outages at bus 5 for
the S·bus power system
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Figure 4.3 PV curves for both pre-contingency and line 4, S. 6. and 7 outages at bus 5
for the s-eus power system
Table 4.3 gives the simulation results. which shows the voltage collap se points.
margins. and ranksbasedon theirmargins for each branchoutage contingency for the 5-
bus system. Figure 4.4 is a bar chan showing the margins of each line outage
contingency. It is evident that when line 5 is disconnected. the loading margin decreases
from 643 .34 MW to 85.64 MW; while with line 6 out of service. the loading margin only
decreases from 643.34MW to 53S.64MW. Thus. the outage of line 5 is the most severe
contingenc y for which the post-con tingency voltage stability margin is the lowest .
Similar ly, the loading margins of each branch outage contingency for other systems can
be obtained by using the CPF method .
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Table 4.3 Voltage collapse points , marg ins. and ranking results for each line outage
contingency in the 5-bus power system
Line B" Coll apse points Margins
Number From To ["WI [MWj Rank
1 1 2 676.19 531.19 6
2 1-3 624.36 479.36 4
3 2-3 580.89 435.98 3
4 2 - 4 567.80 422.80 2
5 2 - 5 230.64 85.64 1
6 3 -4 680.64 535.64 7
7 4-5 671.03 526.03 5
Uneoutagll cases
Figure 4.4 Line outage contingencies and their margins
The CPF method is a very accurate method to calculate the collapse points. The
results obtained by the CPF method can generally be used to check the accuracy of other
methods for ccntinency screening and ranking.
4.3 Simulation Results of Reactive Support Indel (RSt)
As discussed in section 3.4.6. Reactive SUpPO" Index is a fast ranking algorithm. which
has been proposed recently for contingency screening and ranking. It is defined as the
extra amount of reactive generation from all the existing dynamic Va' devices
(generation. SYC. etc.). In the following sections. the RSI method will be investigated on
several power systems.
4.3.1 RSI simulation for 5-bus system
The generators in the 5-bus power system do not have data on reactive power
limitations. In practice. all generators have reactive limitations due to their armature
current limit, field current limit. and end region heating limit [1]. In order 10 simulate the
RSI index for the 5·bus system, the reactive power limitations of the generators are
assigned by the author based on their real power capability. Table 4.4 shows the
parameters assigned to the two generators during the simulation .
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Table 4.~ Scheduled generation of the two generators and their reactive limits for the
S-bus sys tem
I Bus I Des ired bus voltage Generation Reactive power limits
number I {p.ul MW Mvar Mvar (Min) Mvar
I
I
I
t .06L O 110 55 .27 ·80 80
2 1.0 ., -4 1.24 ·80 80
To obtain the RSI. the load is increased from the operating point 14SMW to a
stressed point 220MW, At the stressed cas e. generators I and 2 prov ide reactiv e pow er
63.4 stvar and -21. 0 Mvar , respectively. When the gene rator reactive pow er limit s arc
open. the reactive power supplied by each generator can be calculated for each line
outage contingency at the stressed case. Table 4.5 shows the results. It is evident that for
the most severe contingency, thai is. when line 5 is out of serv ice. the reactive power
provi ded by generators I and 2 increases dram anca lly.
Tabl.:4.S Reactive pow er provided by two gen erato rs 01 stressed case for eac h line
contingency wh en the generator 's react ive power limit is open
Bus Generato r I Generator 2
Line Numbe r
From To I~V"1 (Mvar)
1 1 - 2 10.3 54.2
2 1- 3 31.5 25.7
3 2 -3 7~A ·21.5
4 2 - 4 73.1 · 19.3
5 2 - 5 89.2 30.6
6 3 - 4 58.7 · 13.0
7 4 - 5 62A · 14.3
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After the above data are substituted into equation (3.16), the RSI results can be
calculated. In order to compare the results with those of CPF. the RSI values are
normalized using the following equation.
RSI ,.. RSI, - min( RSI , )
" ......> max( RSI, ) - min(RS1, )
where.
RSI, : RSI value for the i-th branch contingency (Mvar)
RSI,tll<Jml l : nonnalized RSI value for the i-lh branch contingency
min(RSI,) : minimum value among all RSI, (Mvar)
max(RSI,) : maximumvalue amongall RSI, (Mvar)
( ~. I )
Figure 4.5 shows normalized RSI and CPF ranking results for the S-bus system.
In this figure. the Xcaxis represents line number. which is sorted according to their
margins. while the Ycaxis corresponds to the normalized value of voltage stability
margin. The scaling of the Y-axis is such that "0" corresponds to the most critica l
contingency. whereas "I" corresponds to the least severe contingency case. As seen from
Figure 4.5. the RSI method closely follows the pattern of the exact margin calculation.
Figure 4.5. Normalized RSI index for the 5·bus system
CPF - Continuation power flow RSI - Reactive supportindex
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The process of calculating RSI values for line 2. line S. and line 6 is shown below.
Substituting the values in Table 4.5 into equation (3.16), the RSI values can beobtained.
RS/~ :: (63.4 - 315)+ (-21.0- 25.7) " -1 4.8 ( .\.(Var )
RSI, ::(61.4- 892 ) + (- 21.0- 30.6) .. -7 7.4 (JIl'14r )
RSI. :: (61 4 - 58.7) ...(-21.0 ...110) :: -)J ( .W ar)
By applying equation (4.1). the nonn alizcd RSI index values can beobtained. For
and RS/~... _ , .. ~=~:~: = ~ =;;:~~ " I . It is seen that the normalized index value "0" stands
for the most critical contingency, whereas " l" corresponds to the least severe
contingency. Table 4.6 shows the normalized RSI and CPF index values. as well as their
ranking results. It indicates thai the RSI method can classify the contingencies of the S·
bus system without any mis-ranking, When comparing the results of CPF and RSI. there
arc some minor differences.but they do not affect the ranking results.
Table -J.6 Nonnalizcd ranking results for the S-bus system using CPF and RSI
CPF RSI
line Bus Nonnalizcd Nonnalized
Number From To index: R"'" index: Rank
5 2 -5 0 (\) 0 (\ )
1 1-2 0.65 (2) 0.746 (2)
2 1- 3 0.66 (3) 0.845 (3)
4 2 -4 0.70 (4) 0.891 (4)
3 2 - 3 0.75 (5) 0.903 (5)
7 4 · 5 0.90 (6) 0.967 (6)
6 3- 4 0.95 (7)' 1.000 (7)
(I) corresponds to the tnnch or which the post-connngmcy trWJin is the lowest.
(7) " coeresponds10 the tnnch for-which the post-contingC'nC)' marginis the largest.
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4.3.2 RSI simulation for the 118·bus system
The RSI m~thod is applied to the IEEE t t s-bus power system, which contains
179 transm ission lines and S4 generators. At the operating point . the system total load is
3668~W. Detail s of this power sys tem are given in Appendix A. For the pre-con tingenc y
case. the maxim um pow er that th is system can provide is 7808MW . Therefore. the pre-
contingency margin is 4 140MW. Once the CPF and RSI methods are applied to this
system. the ranking results can be recorde d. These resul ts arc shown in Figure 4.6 . The
figure shows that the RSI method can basicall y follow . with some noise , the pattern of
the accurate ranking obtained by the CPF method. Figure 4.6 also indicates thai this
method still has mis-ranki ngs for several severe contingencies for this powe r system.
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Figure 4,6 Norma lized RSI index for the I t S-bus sys tem
CPF - Continuation power flow
RSI - Reactive suppo rt index
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Table 4.7 shows lhe loading margins andranksfor lhc 10 worst branch outages of
the liS-bus power system. Close examination af Table 4.7 indicates that out of the 10
most critical contingencies, me RSI method misclassifies S of [hem, for the l iS -bus
system.
Table ~ .7 The 10 critical branchoutage contingency margins obtainedby RSIand
CPF forthe t IS-buspowersystem
Branch CPF margins RSI
Outages Exact Estimate
From To [MWJ(r.mk) [p.u) (rwI [p.uJ (rw )
8 5 980 (I ) 0.230 ( I) 0.0112 (31
8 9 2100 (2) 0.507 (2) 0 (I)
9 10 2120 (31 0.513 (3) 0.0066 (2)
75 1\8 2200 (4, 0.531 (4) 1.0076 (167)
38 37 2980 (5) 0.720 (5) 0.7544 (4)
76 77 3060 (6) 0.739 (6) 0.9069 (13)
38 65 3220 (7) 0.777 (7) 0.7778 (5)
100 103 3220 (8) 0.777 181 0.94\3 (19)
4 5 ),580 (9) 0.865 (9) 0.99 18 (99)
69 75 3600 (10) 0.870 ( 10) 0.8928 (12)
6'
4.3.3 RSIsimulation rora 600~bus powersystem
The RSI method was applied to a 600·bus power system. which contains 900
transmission lines and 60 generators. Details c f this power system are given in Appendi x
A. At the operating point, the total load is 24594.6 MW. For the pre-contingency case,
the maximum power that this system can provide is 25734.6 MW. The pre-comin gency
margin is 1140MW. After the CPF and RSI methods are applied to the ISOmost critical
branch outage contingencies. the detailed ranking results arc obtained and shown in
Figure 4.7. This figure reveals that the RSI method can detect most severe branch outage
contingenc ies for the 6OQ·bus system. except for severa l mis-rankin gs.
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Figure 4.7 Nonnalized RSI index for the 6QO-bus system
CPF - Continuation power flow
RSI - Reactive support index
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Table .1.7shows the loading marginsandranks for the 10 wont branchoutagesof
[he 6OO-bus power system. Out aClhe 10 most critical line outage contingencies. the RSI
methodmisclassifies 6 c f thern,
Table ~ .8 The 10 critical branch outagecontingency margins obtainedby RSl and
CPF for the 6QO..bus powersystem
Line li ne CPF margins RSI
Voltage Outages Exact Estimate
Rating{kV) BusSe . [MW] (rank) (p.oj( , ,,,,,) (p.oll' ''''')
118.1 226 227 20 ( I) 0.017 (\) 0.77409 (81)
220 8 299 80.01 (2) 0.070 (2) 0 (\ )
500 16 350 300.01 (3) 0.263 (3) 0.26128 (4)
500 9 IS 319.99 (4) 0.281 (4) 0.00151 (2)
500 IS 19 340.01 (5) 0.298 (5) 0.02769 (3)
220 92 108 549.29 (6) 0.482 (6) 0.56487 (II )
220 92 110 549.29 (7) 0.482 (7) 0.56487 (12)
220 93 112 512.76 (8) 0.502 (8) 0.57198 (13)
220 93 113 572.76 (9) 0.502 (9) 0.57382 (14)
118.05 459 464 700 (10) 0.614(\0) 06711 4 (\8)
4.4 CS&R Result, Obtained by GCF
GCF is another fast ranking algorithmsuitable for online contingency screening
andranking (CS&R). This methodhas been discussedearlierin section3.4.4. To assess
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the perfonnance orGeF forCS&R, this method is applied to the same power systems as
in the RSI algorithm.
4.4.1 GCF simulation for tbe s-bus system
To obtain the loading marg in for each line outage contingency by GC F. at every
load bus in the 5·bus lest system shown in Figure 4.1, three points are selected to lit a PV
curve. Those three points are located at the stable branch of each PV curve, but are far
away from the nose point. Table 4.9 shows the three se lected fini ng points for line I and
line 2 outages.
Table 4.9 Fin ing points selected for line I and line 2 outages in the S-bus system
Line Bus Totalload Voltage (p.u)
number From To [MW] Bus J Bus4 Bus S
145.00 0.9940 0 .9931 0.9890
I 1-2 21S.00 0.9600 0.9S9 1 0.9S03
3SS.00 0.9350 0.9338 0.9220
145.00 0.9802 0.9823 0.984S
2 1 - 3 21S.00 0.9284 0.9324 0.9388
3SS.00 0.8900 0.8954 0.9049
After the collapse points o f all load buses are obtained by the GCF method. the
final coll apse point of each continge ncy can be approximated by using their meanvalue.
The load margins obtained by the CPF and GC F methods an: shown in Figure 4.8 and
Table4.!O.
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Figure 4.8 Ranking results obtained by GCF for the S-bus system
Table 4. IO Margins obtained byGCF and CPF for the 5-bus system
Line Bus CPF Margins GCF Margins
Number From To Exact (rank) Estimate (rank)
5 2 - 5 85.64 (I ) 87.08 (I )
4 2 - 4 422.8 (2) 350. 13(2)
3 2- 3 435.89(3) 374.01(3)
2 1-3 479.36(4) 400 .89(4)
7 4 - 5 526.03(5) 493.46(7)
I 1-2 531.19(6) 420.03(5)
6 3 - 4 535.64(7) 482 .87(6)
Figure 4.8 indicates that most of the stability margins calcu lated by GCF are
smaller than the accurate CPf margins. However, the performance of GCF is still
efficient enough to rank the 5·bus system even though mis-ranking still occurs. The GCF
method can detect the rank ofthe 4 most critical branch outage contingencies correctly.
4.4.2 GCF simulation for tbe 39· bus power system
The GCF method is appliedto the 39-bus New Englandtest system shown in
Figure 4.9. which contains 35 transmission lines. 11 generators, and 13 transformers.
Details of this power system are given in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.9. Single line diagram a f the 39·bus power system
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The nonnalized ranking results are shown in Figure 4.1O. It shows that the
stability margin given by the GCF method is much [ower than that of CPF. However.
GCF can still rank the 39· bus system. although nus-ranki ng exists. Tab le 4.\ t shows the
ten most critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by GC F and CP F methods .
lt can be seen that out of the 10 most critical branch contingencies. GCF nus-classifies
on ly one .
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Figure 4.10 Nonnalized GCF index for the 39-bus system
CPF - Continuation power flow
GCF - General ized curve fit
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Table 4.11 The 10 critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by GCF and
CPF forthe39·bus powersystem
i Branchoutage Line! CPFmargin [Exact] GCF margin [Estimate}
! From To Transformer MWl rnnk) VSO/O MWlrnnk) VS%
Pre-contingency 8200.5 1)3 .3 5850 95.1
2 1 22 L 3600.5 ( 1) 58.54 3850(3) 62 .6
29 38 L 3800.5(2) 61.79 3820(2) 62.1
10 32 L 4600.5(3) 74.80 4550(5) 74.0
16 19 L 4657.1(4) 75.72 3810(1) 62.0
22 35 L 5000.5 (5) 81.30 4750 (6) 77.2
15 16 L 5200.5 (6) 84.56 4950(8) 80.5
19 33 L 5200.5( 7) 84.56 4750 (7) 77.2
20 34 L 5800.5(8) 94.31 5050 (9) 82.1
23 36 L 5800.5(9) 94.31 5250(13) 85.4
25 37 L 5800.5(10) 94 .3 1 5050(1 0) 82.1
Theparameter VS%shown inTable 4.11 is obtained by using equation (4.3),
1-:5%'" margin x 100'%
Total besecaseload inthe study area (4.3)
At the pre-contingency case, (or example, the stability marginis 8200.5MW, while the
100al base case load is 6150 MW. Thus. JIS%"82005/61 50 " 100"10= 1333%. For the
contingency case, line 21-22 out of service. the margin is 3600.5 MW. the total base case
load remains the same.Hence. VS'Io :: 36005/6150:. 100%: 5854%.
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4.4.3 GCF simulation for tbe lls..bus power system
The ranking results obtained by GCF for the IEEE liS -bus power system are not
accurate. Figure ~ . 11 depicts the normalized margins of GCF and CPF for this lest
system. As seen from Figure 4.11. for most contingency cases, the estimated margins by
GCF for the liS -bussystem are smaller thanthoseaccurate ones by CPF.
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Figure 4.11 Nonna lized GCF index:for lite lI S-bus system
CPF- Continuationpowerflow
GCF - Generalizedcurvefit
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Table 4.12 shows the margins of the 10 most critical branch outage contingencies.
Ou t of the 10 most critical contingenci es. GC F mis-classifies 6 for the li S-bus system .
Therefore . GCF results provide very poor in formation about the severity o f the branch
outage cont ingencies for the IIS·bus systems.
Table 4.12 The 10 critica l branch outage contingency margins obta ined by GC F and
CPF for the llB-bus power syste m
Branchoutage Line! Rating CPF margin [Exact] GCF margin [Estimate]
From To Transformer MW(rank) VS% MW (rank) VS%
Pre-contingency 4140 112.9 3282 80.5
8 5 T 980 (I) 25.9 3047(145) 83.1
8 9 L 2100 (2) 57.25 2103.5 (2) 57.3
9 10 L 2120 (3) 57.25 2074.7 (I ) 56.6
75 118 L 2200 (4) 59.97 2947(113) 80.3
38 37 T 2980 (5) 80.42 2172 (3) 59.2
76 77 L 3060 (6) 83.15 2979 (125) 8U
38 65 L 3220 (7) 87.24 2578 (6) 70.3
100 103 L 3220 (8) 87.24 2898.8 (55) 79.0
4 5 L 3580 (9) 96.78 2869 .7 (40) 78.2
69 75 L 3600(10) 98.14 3056 (146) 83.3
4.4.4 GCF simulationfor tbe 300-bus system
The GCF method is applied to the IEEE 300·bus power system. which contains
304 transmission lines. 106 transform ers. ~d 69 generators. Details o f this power system
are given in Appendix A. For the 150 most critical branch. outa ge contingencies. the
loading margins obtained by GC F and CPF for the 300-bus systems are illustrat ed in
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Figure 4.12. It is seen that the margins obtain ed by GCF are inaccurate. Several estimated
margins even become negative. which is abnonn aJ.
Conongencies
Figure 4.12 Nonnalized GCF index for the 300-bus system
CPF - Continuation power flow
GCF - Generalized curve fit
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Table 4.13 shows thattheGCF methodmisclassifies6 out of the 10 most critical
contingencies.
Table~.13 The 10critical branch outage contingency marginsobtained by GCFand
CPF for the 300·bus power system
Branchoutage Line! Rating CPFmargin {Exact] GCFmargin{Estimate]
From To Transformer (kY) MW(rank) VS% MW (rank ) VS% I
Pre-contingency nao 4.9 2400 10.3
57 63 L lI S 119.9 (I) 0.516 114.4 (8) 0.49
46 81 L 345 200.0 (2) 0.86 234.3 (11) 1.01
16 42 L 345 200 .0 (3) 0.86 232.5 (10) 1.00
7071 71 T 13.8/115 219.9 (4) 0.946 228.2 (9) 0.98
23 1 232 T 345/ 138 246 .2 (5) 1.059 43 1.8 (15) 1.86
202 21t T 66/115 259.9 (6) 1.118 620.8 (19) 2.67
37 49 L 115 299.9 (7) 1.29 378.9 (Il) 1.63
159 117 T 230/115 319.9 (8) 1.376 -54 .55 (6) -0.23
45 46 T 230/)45 419.9 (9) 1.807 556.9 ( 16) 2.40
45 60 L 230 439 .9 (10) 1.893 383.7 (13) 1.65
4.4.5 GCF simulation for tbe 60Q..bus power system
Similarly, the margins obtainedby GCF for the 6OO·bus system are presented in
Figure 4. 13, in which the estimatedmargins oscillate aroundtheir exact ones. Several of
them even become negative.
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Figure 4.13 Nonnalize d GCF index for the 6QO.bus system
CPF - Continuationpower llow
GCF - Generalizedcurvefit
Table 4.14 shows thai out of the 10 most critical branch outage contingencies. the
GCF misclassifies 9. Hence. the GCF results cannot provide any useful ranking for the
600·bus power system.
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Table ~. 1 4 The 10 critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by GCF and
CPF for the 6QO·bus power system
Branch outage Line! Rating CPF margin (Exact ] GCF margin (Estimate]
From To Transformer (kV ) MW(rank) VS% MW (rank ) VS%
Pre-contingency 1140 4.6 768 .2 3.1
216 227 L 118 20 (I) 0.081 405.2 (21) 1.65
8 299 T 2301220 80.01 (2) 0.325 -2508.9 (5) -10.20
16 350 L 500 300m (3) 1.22 273.4 (IS ) I. II
9 15 L 500 319.99(4) 1.301 406.2 (22) 1.65
15 19 L 500 340m (5) 1.382 33\.6 (17) 1.35
92 108 T 220/24 549.29 (6) 2.233 240.5 (13) 0.98
92 110 T 220/24 549.29 (7) 2.233 240.5 (14) 0.98
93 112 T 220/24 572.76(8) 2.329 371.6 (19) LSI
93 113 T 220/24 572.76 (9) 2.329 372.5 (20) 1.51
459 464 L 118.05 700 (10) 2.846 491.4 (27) 2.00
4.4.6 GCF simulati on for D.C Hydro 197-bus power system
The GCF method is applied 10 the BC Hydro 197·bus power system, which
contains 317 transmission lines and 21 genera tors . Denal s of this power system are
privided in Appendix B. The performance of ibe GCF method is quite good for litis 197-
bus power system. The simulation results are depicted in Figure 4.14, which shows thaI
the estimated margins can roughly follow the exact pattern.
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Figure 4.14 Nonnalized GCF index forthe 197-bus power system
CPF- Continuation powerflow
GCF - Generalized curvefit
Out of the 10 most critical branch outage contingencies. the GCF method
misclassif ies 2, whichis shownin Table4.15.
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Table 4.15 The tocritical branch outage contingency margins obtained by GCF and
CPF for the 197·bus power system
Branch outage Line! Rating CPF marg in [Exact) CGF margin [E51Imal}
From To Transfonner (k V ) MW (nmk ) VS% MW(rank) VS%
Pre-contingency 180 23.65 1031 31.3 I
"1 44 4145 T 132/230 80 ( I) 2.426 135.5 (1) ".1 I4074 4080 L 287 240 (2) 7.278 460 .2 (3 ) 14.0
-1-087 4099 L 500 300 (3) 9.098 374.8 (2) 11.4 I
-tOSS 4099 L 500 320 (4) 9.704 468.4 (4) 14.2
414 3 4 142 T 132113.8 320 (5) 9.704 706.8 (6) 2 1A
4032 4137 L 500 360 (6) 10.918 746.5 (7) 22.6
4032 4 136 L ;00 380 (7) 11.524 872.9( 12) 26.5
4046 4043 T 500/13.8 380 (8) 11.524 1168 (87) 35.4
4028 4078 L ;00 "00 (9) 12.131 583.1 (5) 17.7
40 15 40 20 L 16.5 520 (10) 15.17 757.3 (8) 23.0
4.4.7 GCF simu lation for Ontario Hydro 12S4-bu5 power system
The GCF method is appl ied to the Ontario Hydro 12S4-bus power system, which
contains 1970 transmission lines and 268 generators. Detials of this power system are
privide d in Append ix C. The simulat ion results for the 1254·bu5 system by GCF. which
are shown in Figure 4 .15. contain much turbulenc e. Thus . it is very difficult to find the
relations hip between the margins obtained by GCF and CPF.
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Figure4.15 NonnalizedGCFindex for the 1254·bus powersystem
CPF- Continuationpowerflow
GCF - Generalized curve fit
Table 4.16 shows thatthe GCF methodcannotcaptureany of the 10 most critical
branch outage contingencies for theOntario Hydro 1254·bus powersystem.
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Table ~ . 1 6 The 10critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by GCF and
CPF for the I254-bus power system
I Branch outage Lin e! Rating CPF margin [Exact] GCF margin [Estimate]
I From To Transformer (kV) MW(rank) VS% MW (nmk ) V$%
Pre-contingency 900 4.20 600 2.79
11940 12174 L 220 320.04 ( 1) 1.49 -82.23 (36) -0.38
12635 12638 L 220 390.03 (2) 1.82 -125.43( 27) -0.58
12636 12637 L 220 419.99 (3) 1.96 -45.46 (4\) -0.21
12595 12600 L 220 410.02 (4) 1.91 -38.95 (43) -0.18
12596 12600 L 220 410.02 (5) 1.91 227.94 (65) 1.06
10826 10856 L 118.05 452.16( 6) 2.11 275.15 (69) 1.28
12555 12615 L 220 560.03 (7) 2.61 -48.71 (40) -0.23
12555 12616 L 220 540.02 (8) 2.52 -21.85 (46) ·0. 10
12695 12600 L 345 129.16(9) 3.40 299.03 (73) 1.39
12696 12600 L 345 731.3(1 0) 3.41 343.34 (77) 1.60
4.5 Summary
ln this chapter, three contingency screening and ranking (CS&R) methods.
Continuation Power Flow (CP F). Reactive Support Index (RSn. and Generalized Curve
Fit (GCF), are applied to diffe rent power systems, such as 5·bus . 39·bus , 118· bu$, 300-
bus. 600·bus, Be Hydro 197· bus. and Ontario Hydro 1254-bus power systems .
Simulation results show that RSI is a relatively stable method for contingency
screening and ranking. It works well not only for small systems but also for larger power
systems with some misclassifications. However. GCF is an unstab le method. It can detect
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most severecontingencies for small systems suchas 5·bus and 39·bus power systems, but
fails to give correct classifica tion for larger systems, such as t tg -bus, 300-bus, 600-bus,
and Ontario Hydro t2 54-hus power systems.
In view of the poor performance of the existing contingency ranking methods. this
research focused on alternate approaches. The results of this investigation are presented
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Propo sed Methods for Cont ingency Screening and
Ranking
S.l Intr oduction
The GC F method has a good perfonnance of conti ngency screening and ranking
for 5-bus and 39-bus systems, while its performance degrades for the IEEE liS-bus. 300-
bus, and a 600·bus, as well as the two utility systems (BC Hydro 197·bus and Ontario
Hydro 1254-bus power systems) . Compared with GCF . RSI is a re latively stable method .
Simulation results show that the misclassification of RSI is still unacceptab le for several
large sample power systems . In this chapter . two improved methods for GCF . reselecttng
curve fitting points and filtering out unreasonable nose points , proposedby the author
will be introduced. This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part introduces the
proposed methods, while the second pan deals with the simulation results by applying
these two methods to a variety of power systems when branch outage contingencies
occur. The effectiveness of these two methods is demonstrated by applying them to rank
branch outage contingencies of the power systems listed above. Simulation results on
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these power systems show that the perfonn ance of GCF is enhanced significantly by
these two methods [28,29] .
5.2 Reselecting Curve Fitting Points (R·GCF)
In previous GCF ranking results for large power systems, the estimated nose
points of the PV curve at toad buses are not accurate. The reason is that the three fining
points are far away from their nose point. especia lly the third one. In view of this, the lasr
two fining points are rearranged. while the first point is kept fixed. The third point is
rcselected to be closer to the nose point. i.e. in Figure 5.1, point PJ is moved closer to k*,
v P'(.t ''' . .i''' )
---------l~~t~~~'::~ ~;r ' "_,,''')
---"' ..1. '
---
Figure 5.1 Illustration of the generalized curved lit method
The implementation of lhis method can becarriedout by the following steps:
1. Choose a contingency from the list of pre-defined contingencies.
2. Determine operating point Pl and a stressed operating point Pl. To determine the
stressed operating point Pl. use CPF to find the nose point or the pre-contingency case.
Then. decrease the load from the nose point and calculate this stressed case using any
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power flow method for each contingency. For the solved cases (majority), use this
operating point as a tilt ing point. For the unsolved contingency cases (minori ty), reduce
the load and solve power flow equations again until they are solved or the load is less
than the well defined operating point. Figure 5.2 presents the details of this comp utation.
A similar approach was proposed in (5] and described in chapter 3.4.6.
3. Estimate the nose points for all the load buses in the study area based on the curve
fitting method that uses the previousl y calculated three operat ing points.
-l. Determine the mean value of these nose points. This is the estimate of the voltage
stabi lity margin for the chosen cont ingency.
5. Repeat the above steps for all the pre-defined contingencies.
Figure 5.2 The flow chart to obtain the stressed case for each contingency
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This method is referred to as R-GCF in the following sectio ns.
5.3 Filtering out Unreasonable Nose Points (F~GCF)
The GC F method assumes that each PV curve of a load bus can be app roximated
as a quadra tic equation, and its stability marg in. obtained by GCF. is the average of the
margins corresponding to the load buses in the study area. Reference [6) has proved that
powe r flow equation can be expressed as a quadratic function only at the nose poi nt of a
power system. Howeve r. the GCF method has assumed that the complete PV curve can
be defined by a quadra tic equation. which is not always true. This will cause sign ificant
error if some of the calculated nose points are far away from the actual nose point. For
cen ain contingencies it is observed that some nose points are extremely bigger than the
actua l nose point. as shown in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3 the solid line is the actua l PV
curve and the dotted line represents the estimated PV curve. In some cases the margin
obtained by the curve fitting method can even be negative as illustrated in Figur e 5.4.
v
~---- -7--- - -.
6ae-case FillingCur::"_ .. ..... .. ..
Figure 5.3 Abnonnal nose point obtained by GCF (extrem ely big)
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Figure S.4 Abnormal nose point obtained by GCF (Negative margin)
To eliminate these unreasonable nose points, a 'bend-pass filter' , as shown in
Figure 5.5. is used. If the nose points obtained by GCF are out of this band. these nose
points will not be counted when estimating the approximate voltage collapse point. This
' band' is considered to be equal to twice the pre-contingency voltage stability margin.
The applicationof this method follows thestepsdiscussed in chapter 5.2. except that after
step 3. the 'ban d-pass filter' is used to eliminate the unreasonable nose points.
This methodis referred to as F-GCF in the following sections.
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Figure 5.5 Illustration ora 'band-pass filter'
5.4 Simulation Results for Reseleetiag Curve Fitting Points (R·GCF)
Assuming that the load at each load bus is increased according to a given pattern.
by following the implementation steps slated in chapter 5.1, three reselected curve fitting
points at every load bus can be obtained for each branch outage contingency. Among
these three points. the last poin t is closest to the volta ge co llapse point. The R-GCF
method is applied 10 the s-bus, Js-bus. l iS-bus. 300-bus. 6()()'bus. Be Hydro 197-bus.
and Ontario Hydro 1254-hus systems. With the excep tion of the last two systems , the
load and generation in all systems are increased in a pattern such that the load of all PQ
buses is increased in proportion to their MVA. For Be Hydro 197-bus and Ontario Hydro
1254-bus power systems, since the load centers are known. the load is increased only at
the selected load centers; the generation is also picked up by all generators in proportion
to their capabilities. The simulation results are discussed in the following sections.
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5....1 Simulatio n of the 5-bu s system using R-GC F
When the R·GCF method is app lied to the 5-bus system. the margins obtained by
R·GCF and CPF are recorded. The results o f R-GCF and CPF are shown in Figure 5.6,
where the outage of the seven lines is considered one at a time. This figure shows that
normalized index values obtained by R-GCF can follow those of the CPF method very
well (The normalized index value is described in chapte r 4.3.1). Compared with Figure
4.8. Figure 5.6 indicates that the accuracy of the GCF method is improved by reselecting
curve fitting points. Detailed results in Table 5.1 indicate that the R-GCF method can
precisely rank the 4 most critical line outage contingencies for the 5-hu$ system. The
marg ins obtained by R-GCF are also clo se 10 those o f CPF.
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Figure 5.6 Normaliz ed R-GCF index for the 5· bus system
CPF : Continuation power flow
R-GC F : GC F by reselecting curve fin ing points
TableS.!
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Line outage contingency margins obtained by R.QCF and CPF for the 5-
bus system
Branch outage Line! CPF margin [Exact] R-GCF[Estimate!
From To Transformer MW(nonkl VS% MW (nonk) VSO/O
Pre-contingency 643.34 443 .68 605.20 417.40
2 5 L 85.64 ( I) 59.06 86.56 ( I) 59.69
, 4 L 421.8 (2) 291.58 402.98 (2) 277.91
2 3 L 435.89 (3) 300.61 412.03 (3) 284.[6
1 3 L 479.36 (4) 330.59 446.09 (4) 307.64
4 5 L 526.03(5) 362.78 567.42 (7) 391.32
I 2 L 531.19(6} 366.34 514.66 (5) 354.93
3 4 L 535.64 (7) 369.4 1 559.61 (6) 385.94
5.4.2 Simulation of the New England 39-bus system using R·GCF
The R·GCF method is applied to the New England 39·bus power system, and the
normalized index values obtained by R-GCF and CPF are presented in Figure 5.7.
Compared with Figure 4.10. Figure 5.7 shows that the R-GCF method can follow the
accurate results of CPF very well. Table 5.2 presents the margins and ranking results
obtained by both methods. Among the 10 most critical branch outage contingencies. the
R·GCF method has no misclassification.
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Figure5.7 NonnalizedR-GCFindex forthe 39-buspowersystem
CPF ;Continuation power flow
R-GCF ; GCFby reselecung curve fittmg points
Table 5.2 The 10 most critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by
R-GCF andCPFfor the39-bus system
Branchoutage line! CPFmargin[Exact) R·GCF (Estimate]
From To Transformer MW(r.mk) VS% MW(r.mk) VS%
Pre-contingency 8200.5 133.3 8 \05 131.1
2 1 22 L 3600.5 (I) 58.54 3854 (\) 62 .67
29 38 L 3800.5 (2) 61.79 3885 (2) 63.11
10 32 L 4600.5 (3) 74.80 4755 (4) 77.32
16 19 L 4657.\ (4) 75.72 4525 (3) 73.58
22 35 L 5000.5 (5) 81.30 5137 (5) 83.53
IS 16 L 5200.5 (6) 84.56 5542 (7) 90.11
19 33 L 5200.5(7) 84.56 52 16 (6) 84.81
20 34 L 5800.5 (8) 94.31 5822 (8) 94.67
23 36 L 5800.5(9) 94.31 5963(10) 96.96
25 37 L 5800.5 (10) 94.3\ 5822 (9) 94.61
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5.4.3 Simulation ortbe IEEE liB-bus system using R-GeF
The margins obtained by applying R-GCF and CPF to the li S-bus system are
illustrated in Figure 5.8. This figure shows that the margins obtained by R-GCF give
optimistic estimations of the exact load margins. Table 5.3 reveals that the R-GCF
method can sti ll provide use ful in formation for line contingency ranki ng, even though the
differences of the margins between the two methods are not negligible. Out of the 10
most critica l contingencies. the R·GCF method misclassi fies 2 of them.
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Figure 5.8 Normalized R·GCF index for the l l g-bus power system
CPF : Continuation power flow
R·GCF : GCF by reselecungcurvefilting points
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Table 5.3 The.l Omost critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by
R-GCF and CPF for the 118-bus system
I
Branch outage Line! CPF margin [Exact] R-GCF (Estimate]
From To Transformer MW (rank ) VS% MW (rank ) I VS%
Pre-contingency 4140 112.9 4598.7 125.37
8 5 T 980 ( 1) 25.9 3047.8 (4) 83.09
8 9 l 2100(2) 57.252 2208.4 (I ) 60.21
9 10 l 2120 (3) 57.252 2238.3 (2) 61.02
75 118 l 2200 (4) 59.978 2942.4 (3) 80.22
38 37 T 2980 (5) 80.425 3234.1 (5) 88.17
76 77 l 3060(6) 83.152 3594.2 (8) 97.99
38 65 l 3220 (7) 87.241 3547.6 (6) 96.72
100 103 l 3220( 8) 87 .24 1 3552.3 (7) 96.85
4 5 l 3580 (9) 96.783 4933 (172 ) 134.49
69 75 l 3600 (10) 98.146 ';749 (158) 129.50
5.4.4 Simulation of the lEEE 306-bus S)'Slem using R..cCF
When the R-GeF method is applied to the ISO most critical branch contingencies
obtained by CPF. when VSTAD software is used, the normalized margins that result by
R·GC F and CPF are presented in Figure 5.9. As seen in Figure 5.9. the margins obtained
by R-GCF are much larger than those of CPf . However. the trend of the R-GCF can
partially provide the severity of the branc~ cont ingencies. Compared with Figure 4.12.
Figure 5.9 shows that the performance of GCF has been improved by resetecnng the
9.
curve fitting points. Table 5.4 shows that R·GCF has 2 misclassifications out of the to
most critical branch outage contingencies.
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Figure 5.9 Normalized R-GCF index for the 300-bus power system
CPF : Continuation power flow
R·GC F : GCF by resetecung curve fining points
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Table 5.4 The 10 most critical branchoutage contingency margins obtainedby
R-GCFandCPF for the3QO.bus system
Branch outage Line! Rating CPFmargin [Exact) R·GeF[Estimate]
From To Transformer (kV) MW(rank) VSO/O MW(rankl VS%
Pre-ccenngency 1140 4.9 3970 17.08
57 63 L 115 119.9 (I ) 0.516 114.4 (2) 0.49
46 81 L 345 200.0 (2) 0.86 234.3 (6) 1.01
16 42 L 345 200.0 (3) 0.86 232.5 (5) 1.00
7071 71 T 13.81115 219.9 (4) 0.946 228.2 (4) 0.98
131 232 T )451138 246.2 (5) 1.059 1147.6(18) 4.93
202 211 T 661115 259.9 (6) 1.118 620.8 (II) 2.61
37 49 L 115 299.9 (7) 1.29 378.9 (7) \.63
159 117 T 230/ 115 319.9 (8) 1.376 -S4.55 (I) -0.23
45 46 T 2301345 419.9 (9) 1.807 572.0 (10) 2.46
45 60 L 230 439.9 (10) 1.893 548.2 (9) 2.35
5.4.5 Simulation oftbe 6O().bus system using R-GCF
Figure 5.10 shows the margins obtained by both the R·Ge F andCPF methodsfor
the600·bus system. From Figure: 5.10. it is seen thaithe R-GCF methodcan follow most
of the CPF results with a few exceptions. FromTable 5.S. it is evidentthat out of the 10
most critical branch outage contingencies. the R-GCF method misdassities 2 of them.
However. the R-GCF method gives therank 149 when line 8-299 is broken. while its
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actual rank of 2 is obtained by CPF. This wrong information is unacceptable for on-line
power system security assessment. Therefore. the accuracy of R-GCF still needs to be
improved.
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Figure 5.10 Normalized R·GCF index for the 600-bus powersystem
CPF : Continuation powerflow
R·GCF: GCF by reselecung curve fitting points
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Table5.5 The 10 most critical branch outage contingency margins obtained by
R-GCF andCPF for the 600·bus system
Branch outage Line! Rating CPF margin [Exact} R·GCF [Estimate]
From To Transformer (kV ) MW VS% MW VS%
Pre-contingency 1140 4.6 900 3.66
226 227 L 118 20.0 (I) 0.081 737.9 (23) 3.00
8 299 T 230/220 80.0 (2) 0.325 3977 (149) 16.17
16 350 L 500 300.0 (3) 1.22 273.5 (I ) 1.11
9 15 L 500 319.9 (4) 1.301 406.2 (31 1.65
15 19 L 500 340.0 (5) 1.382 331.6 (2) US
92 108 T 220/24 549.3 (6) 2.233 440.0 (5) 1.79
92 110 T 220/24 549.2 (7) 1.233 440.0 (6) 1.79
93 112 T 220124 572.7 (8) 2.329 417.2 (4) 1.70
93 113 T 220124 572.8 (9) 2.329 540.1 (7) 2.20
459 464 L 118.05 700.0( 10) 2.846 591.8 (8) 2.41
5.4.6 Simulation of BeHydro 197·bus system using R-GCF
The 197-bus power system is a simplified Be Hydro system. The load is
increasedonly inmainloadcenters locatedat the l ower MainlandandVancouver Island.
Be, Canada. The structure of single line power systems in thesetwo areas is shown in
Appendix B. The margins obtainedby R·GCF in Figure 5.11 show that R-GCF can
capturemostof the severe contingencies. even thoughthe marginsarelargerthanactual
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Table 5.6 shows that out of the 10 most critical contingencies, this method
misclassifies 2 of thern.
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Figure 5.1t Normalized R·GCF index for the 197·bus power system
CPF : Continuation power flow
R-GCF : GCF by reselecting curve filling points
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Table 5.6 The 10 mostcritical branchoutage contingency marginsobtained by
R·GCF andCPF for the 197-bus system
I Branch outage Linel Rating CPF margin (Exact] R-GCF [Estimate}
From To Transfonncr (kY) ~W VS% MW VS'l'.
Pre-contingency 780 23.65 1330 -10.35
" 144 4145 T 1321230 so (11 2.426 196.3(1) 5.95
4074 4080 L 287 240 (2) 7.278 1084.1{211 32.88
-1087 4099 L 500 300 (3) 9.098 44 1.73 (4) 13.40
40S8 4099 L 500 320 (4) 9.704 514.06 (5) 15.59
4143 4142 T 132113.8 320 (5) 9.704 88 1.23 ( \0 ) 26.72
4032 4137 L 500 360 (6) 10.918 356.8 (2) 10.82
4032 4136 L 500 380 (7) 11.524 371.89(3) 11.28
4046 4043 T 500/13.8 380 (8) 11.524 798.45(9) N .21
4028 4078 L 500 400 (9) 12.131 743.85 (8) 22.56
40lS -1020 L 16.5 520 (10) 15.77 716.35 (6) 21.72
5.4.7 SimulationorOntario Hydro 12S4-bu51)'1rem using R.-GCF
The 12S4-bus system is a simplified Ontario Hydro power system. Its main
structure is presented in Appendix C. Once the R-GCF method is app lied 10 this system.
the margins acquired by R-GCFand CPF are shown in Figure 5.12. In this figurecthe R·
GC F results are oscillating around those o f CPF . As seen in Table 5.7, the R·GCF
method misclassi fies 4 out of the tomost crit ical branch outage contingencies.
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Figure 5.12 NonnalizcdR·GCFindex for the 12S4-buspower system
CPF :Continuation powerflow
R-GCF : GCFby reselecung curvefiningpoints
Table 5.7 The 10 mostcritical branch outagecontingency margins obtained by
R-GCFandCPFfor the 12S4-bussystem
Branch outage Line! Rating CPF margin [Exact] R·GCF [Estimate]
From To Transformer (kV) MW (rank) VS% MW(rank) VS%
Pre-contingency 900 4.20 1052 4.9
11940 12174 L 220 320.04(1) 1.49 259.78 (I) 1.21
12635 12638 L 220 390.03 [2) 1.82 881.97(23) 4.11
12636 12637 L 220 4 19.99 [3) 1.96 653.71 (7) 3.05
12595 12600 L 220 410 .02 (4) 1.91 567.86 (3) 2.65
12596 12600 L 220 410 .02 [5) 1.91 828.2 (16) 3.86
10826 10856 L 118.0S 452.16(6) 2.11 491.94 (2) 2.29
12m 126 15 L 220 560.03 (7) 2.61 593.65 (4) 2.77
12555 12616 L 220 540.02(8) 2.52 593.92 (5) 2.77
12695 12600 L 345 729.16(9) 3.40 827.3 (15) 3.86
12696 12600 L 345 731.35 (10) 3.41 910.5 (29) 4.25
\0\
From the above simu lation results. it is seen that the R.(jCF method can rank the
contingencies of the 5-bus and 39-bus systems very well. and thai the margins obtained
by R·GCF are very close 10 those o f CPF. However. for the II S·bu s. 300-bus. 6OO-bus.
Be Hydro 197-bus, and Ontario Hydro 12S4-bus systems, the trend of the R-GCF
margins can only partia lly detect the severe ry of branch outage con tingencies with several
misclasificatio ns. and the differences between R-GC F and CPF are still not acceptable.
5.S Simulation Results ror Reselecting Curve Fitting Points and
Filtering out Unreasonable Nose Points
For a certain contingen cy, if we check every nose point obtained by GCF at each
load bus of the previously studied power systems, it is visible that some noses arc
incredibly big and some noses are even smal ler than the current operating point (shown in
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). These abnonnal phenomena are caused by the approximat ed
quadratic equation.
To eliminate these unreasonabl e nose points. a 'bend -pass filter ' , introduced in
chapter 5.3, is employed . lfthe nose points obtained by GCF are out o f the bandinterval.
which is from the operat ing point to operat ing point + 2 x margin. those nose points will
not be coun ted. By applying the two impro ved methods , reselecting curve fitt ing points
(R·GC F) and fil tering out unreasonable nose points (F·GCF), to the l l ji-bus, 300-bus.,
600·bus. Be Hydro 197.bus, and Ontario Hydro 1254-bu s power sys tems, estim ates o f
the stability margins can beobtained. These results are presented in Figure 5.13 10 Figure
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5. t7 forthesepowersystems, respectively. Detailed resultsarealso listedin Table 5.8 to
Table 5.12.
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Figure 5.13 Nonnalized F-GCF & R·GCFindex forthe l lj-bus powersystem
CPF : Continuation powerflow
F-GCF .. R·GCF: GCFbyusingbothimprovedmethods
TableS .S The 10 most cri tical branch outa ge contingenc y marg ins obtained
by F·GC F & R·GC F. and CPF for the 118 bus-system
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Branch outage line! Raling CPF margin [Exact) F-CiCF&: R-GCF(EShlN le)
From To Trans fonner (kY) MW (_I VS% ~W(_I VS%
I Pre-ecnringency 4140 112.9 3852 105
8 5 T 980 (1) 25.9 2245.9 (3) 61.2:3
8 9 l 2100 (2) 57.25 2208.4 ( I) 60.21
9
' 0 l 2120 (3) 57.25 2238.3 (2) 61.02
75 118 l 2200 (4) 59.97 2548.4 (4 ) 69.•n
38 37 T 2980(5) 80.42 2879 .4 (5) 78.50
76 77 l 3060(6) 83.15 3232 (8) 88.11
38 65 l 3220(7) 87.24 3148.1 (6) 85.82 I
100 103 l 3220 (8) 87.24 3188.4 (7) 86.92
4 5 l 3580 (9) 96.78 4029.6( 179) 109.86 I
69 75 l 3600 (10) 98.14 3920.8(169) 106.89
ccrnncences
Figure 5.14 Nonnali zed F-GCF & R:GCF index for the )()()"bus power system
CPF : Continuation power flow
F·GCF ", R-GCF : GCF by using both improved methods
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Table 5.9 The 10 most critical branch outagecontingency marginsobtainedby
F·GCF & R-GCF. and CPFforthe 300-bussystem
Branch outage Line! Rating CPF margin (Exact] F·GCF& R-GCF [Esnrnate]
From To Transformer (kV) MW(rank) VS% MW (r.mk ) VS%
Pre-contingency 1140 4.9 1303 5.6
57 63 L 115 119.9 ( I) 0.516 168.62(1 ) 0.725
46 81 L 345 200.0 (2) 0.86 300.13 (3) 1.291
16 42 L 345 200 .0 (3) 0.86 368.0 (4) 1.583
707\ 71 T 13.8/115 219.9 (4) 0.946 253.28 (2) 1.09
2)1 232 T 3451138 246.2 (5) 1.059 576.21 (5) 2.479
202 lit T 661115 259.9 (6) 1.118 785.5 (16) 3.379
37 49 L 115 299.9 (7) \.29 434.1 (6) 1.867
159 117 T 2)01115 319.9 (8) 1.376 665.83( 9) 2.864
45 46 T 230/34 5 419.9 (9) 1.807 718.6 (II) 3.091
45 60 L 230 439.9(10) 1.893 592.4 (8) 2.548
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Figure5.15 NormalizedF-GCF and R-GCF index forthe600-huspowersystem
CPF : Continuation power now
F-GCF " R·GCF : GCFby using both improved. methods
Table 5.10
10'
The to mostcritical branch outage contingency margins obtained
by F-GCF& R-GCF. andCPF forthe 600-bussystem
Branchoutage line ! Rating CPFmargin [Exactl F·Ge F &:R-GCF [Esumate]
From To Transformer (kV) Mw trank) VS% MW {rank} VSO/O
Pre-contingency 1140 4.6 910 3.7
226 227 L 118 20 (I) 0.081 8.67 (I) O.Q3,
8 199 T 230/220 80.01 (2) 0.325 90.97 (2) 0.37
16 J'O L ;00 300.01 (3) 1.22 275.99( 3) 1.122
9 IS L '00 319.99( 4) 1.301 412.43 (' ) 1.677
IS 19 L ; 00 34O.Ql (') 1.382 333.9' (4) 1.);8
92 108 T 220/24 '49.29 (6) 2.233 488.02 (6) 1.984
92 110 T 220/24 ' 49.29 (7) 2.233 488.02( 7) 1.984
93 112 T 220/24 572.76(8) 2.329 6785 2(11) 2.759
93 113 T 220/24 572.76(9) 2.329 637.83(9 ) 2.593
4; 9 464 L 118.os 700 (10) 2.846 ' 91.76(8) 2.406
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Figure 5.16 Normalized F·GCF&R·GCF index forthe 197-buspowersystem
CPF : Continuation power flow
F-GCF&; R·GCF : GCF by using bothimproved methods
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Table 5.11 The 10 most critical branchoutagecontingency marginsobtained by
F·GCF & R-GeF. andCPFfor the 197-bussystem
Branch outage I linel Rating CPFmargin[Exact} F·GCF & R-GeF [Esnmate]
From To I Transformer (kV) MW(rank) VS% MW (rank) V S%
Pre-contingency 780 23.6 1083 32.8
4 144 4145 T 1321230 80 (I) 2.4 196.3 (II 5.9;
4074 4080 L 287 240 (2) 7.3 781.2(11) 23.7
4087 4099 L 5()() 300 (3) 9.1 441.7 (41 13.4
4058 4099 L 5()() 320 (4) 9.7 481.7 (5) 14.6
4 143 4142 T 132/13.8 320 (5) 9.7 719.1 ( 10) 21.8
-;032 4 137 L 500 360 (6) 10.9 356.8 (2) 10.8
4032 4136 L 500 380 (7) 11.5 371.8 (3) 11.3
4046 4043 T 500/13.8 380 (8) 11.5 710.9 (9) 2l.5
4028 4078 L 5()() 400 (9) 12.1 629.1 (6) 19.1
4015 4020 L 16.5 520 (10) 15.7 654.2 (7) 19.8
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Figure 5.17 Normalized F-GCF & R-GCF indexfor the 1254-buspower system
CPF : Continuation powerflow
F·GCFAR-GCF : GCFby usingbothimprovedmethods
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Table 5.12 The 10 most critical branch outage conting ency margin s obtained by
F·GCF & R-GCF, and CPF for the 1254-bussystem
Branc h outage Line! Rating CPF margin [Exact] F.QCF &:R-GCF (EstimateI
From To Transformer (kV) MW(nmk) VS% MW(rank) VS%
Pre-contingency 900 4.20 1046 4.88
I11940 12174 L 220 320.04 (1) 1.49 259.7 (1) 1.2111635 126]8 L 220 390.Q) (2) 1.82 525.9 (5) 2.45
12636 12637 L 220 419.99(3) 1.96 531.5 (7) 2.48 I12595 12600 L 220 410.02 (4) 1.91 440.4 (3) 2.05
12596 12600 L 220 410.02 (5) 1.91 615.6 (6) 2.87
10826 [0856 L 118.05 452.16(6) 2.11 667.6 (10) 3.11
12555 12615 L 220 560.03 (7) 2.61 561.2 (9) 2.62
12555 12616 L 2211 540.02 (8) 2.52 526.7 (2) 2.46
12695 12600 L 345 729.16 (9) 3.40 677.5 (65) 3.16
12696 12600 L 345 731.35 (10) 3.41 794.2 (97) 3.70
Compared to the figures presented in section 5.4, these figures obtained by
filtering out unreasonable nose points (F·GCF). as well as reselecting curve fitting points
(R·GCF ), well approximate the CPF curves. Moreover, the nose points obta ined by the
improved GCF method are very close to the desi red ones. From these tables. it is evident
that out of the ten most critical branch outage contingencies . improved GCF method
miscl assi fies two for the 118-bus system . two for the 3{)(}.bus system. one for the 600-bus
system. one for the Be Hydro 197·bus system. and two for the Ontario Hydro 1254-bus
system.
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, (WOimproved met hods . reselecting curve fitti ng points (R·GCF)
andfilterillg out unreasonable nose points (F·GC F). for Generalized Curve Fitting (GCF )
method were proposed. Contingenc y screening and rank ing for voltage stability was
carried out on a variety of power systems by using the first method alone and a
co mbinat ion of be th methods . Their rankin g results were also compared with the results
obtained by the well-known Continuation Power Flow (CPF) method. Table 5.13
compares the results of GCF and its improved met hods wi th the accurate co ntingency
ranking results provided by VSTAB. This table shows thai the proposed methods
improve the accuracy of the GCF method dramatically. Table 5.14 provides the
computation performance of the improved GC F (F·GC F & R·G CF) method. on a Dec-
Alpha Workstation.
Table 5. 13 The misclassifi cation o f the proposed methods
System 39-bus 118-bus 300-bus 6OQ-bus 197-bus 12 S4·bu s
GCF 1 6 6 9 2 10
R·GeF 0 2 2 2 1 4
F·GCF& a-ocr N/A 2 2 1 I I
Table 5.14 CP U time for the 10 most critical co ntingencies to different systems
System 118·b us 3OQ-bus 6QO...bus 197·bus 1254 bus
CPU time in seco nd" 5.02 18. 15 34.37 3.09 20.2
Total load buses moni tored by 65 231 445 40 300
modified GCF in study area
.. CPU time does not include the time to determine the three curve fitting point s
... Load is inc reas ed only at these buses located at selec ted load centers
tOO
The simulation results show that the proposed methods. reselecung curve fitti ng
points and fil tering out unreasonable nose points, have the ability to provide a fast
estimate of voltage stabili ty margins . and thus select the most severe contingencies.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Contributions of this research
Power system operators have a vital role to play in ensuring system security and
efficient operation. The primary role of power system operators is to ensure that the
system is operating in a healthy condition and take corrective action in the event of any
co ntingency. In performi ng this task. the system operator has the help of powerful tools
like the Energy Management System (EMS). One cf the important functio ns of the EMS
is voltage stability assessment, which includes Contingency Screening and Ranking
(CS&R). It is expected that in the near future. EMS will beequipped with capabilities for
on-line voltage stability assessment functions. so as to enable the system operator 10
implement preventi ve or correct ive control s.
In order to quantify v·ohage instability and rank the most critical contingencies of
a power system, researc hers have recentl y developed a number of voltage stability
indices and cont ingency screening and ranking indices. This thesis has studied two
popular voltage stability methods and presented simulations on test powe r systems . The
first is' the well-known continuation power flow (CPF) method. It is found that the
1\1
voltage collapse point obtained by CPF is accurate, but the CPF method requires
significant computation time (5). The second method investiga ted for vo ltage stability
index is the "minimum singular value" method . When a power system is under stressed
conditions. the minimum singular value of the Jacobian matrix of the power flow
equations will also decrease . At the collapse point, irs Jacobian matrix becomes singular.
However. the behavior of the minimum singular value is non-linear. especially when the
dimension of the Jacobian matrix is decreased due 10 some PV buses (voltage controlled
buses ) changing to PQ buses (load buses ). These indices are all computation intensive
and require repeated power now solutions. For large power systems, this can be quite
time-consu ming, and heavy investments in terms of computer hardware are required if
real-time response is desired. Therefore. it is impractical 10 usc these indices for on-line
contingency screening and ranJcing. This has been!he mot ivation to find fast algorithms.
which are inexpensive in terms of computation for CS&R .
In this thes is. several existing CS&R methods an: reviewed. Then, two of them.
Reactive Support Index (RSI) and Generalized Curve Fini ng (GCF ) methods. arc
investigated on various power systems. RSI method is a new, fast ranking algorithm
proposed by BC Hydro for CS&R. It is defined as the extra amount cf reacnve generation
from all the existing dynam ic:Var devices (generati on . SVC, etc) for each contingency ,
when their reactive limits are ignored. GCF method is another rapid CS&R method,
which assumes that each PV curve of a load bus can be approximated as a quadratic
equation. The stability margin obtained by GCF is the average of the margins
corresponding to the load buses in the study area To assess the performance of these two
methods for CS&R. simulations are carried out at a certain load increase pattern and
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generator dispatch scheme on various power systems, such as 5-bus. 39-bus. li S-bus,
300·bus.600-bus. BC Hydro 197-bus. and Ontario Hydro 12S4·bus power systems. Their
results are also compared with those of CPF method. which are considered accurate. CPF
simulations show that only a limited number of contingencies have a significant impact
on the load margins to these test systems. while most contingencies would not affect the
security of power systems greatly. Therefore, it is very important to capture these few
critical contingencies from a large number of well-defined contingency cases. RSI results
show that this method can obtain several most of the critica l contingencies of all the test
systems, except some misclassifications. However, the perfonnance of GCF method is
quite unstable. For 5·bus, 38.bus, and Be Hydro 197-bus power systems. it can capture
most of the critical contingencies with some exceptions; for the other test systems, GCF
cannot provide any useful infonnat ion about the severity of each contingency.
To enhance the perfonnance of GCF. a novel method derived from GCF for
CS&R is proposed by the author. Based on the assumption that each PV curve of a load
bus can be approximated as a quadratic equation (which is not always true), this can
cause significant errors. For a certain contingency, it is found that some estimated nose
points are far away from the actual ones. In some cases. the margin obtained by GCF can
even be negative which is abnonnal. To reduce the abnonnal phenomena, two improved
methods, reselecung curve fi tting points and filteri ng out unreasonable nose points , were
employed. The first method reselects the three fiuing points: the first point is kept fixed,
while the other two are rearranged to be closer to the collapse point. especially the last
one. The second method employed a ' bend-pass filter'. If the nose points obtained by
GCF exceed the operating point by twice the margin, these nose points will not be
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counted. The simulations were also carried out on the test systems by using the two
proposed methods..The results showed that the proposed methods have the ability to
provide a fast estimate of voltage stability margin and thus the most severe contingencies.
Therefore. the proposed methods have the potential 10 be implemented in any on-line
voltage stability assessment scheme .
6.1.1 Summary of the main contributions of this research
Application of Continuation Power Flow (CPF) and Minimum Singular Value for
volta ge stabili ty ana lysis.
Analysis of six avai lab le methods for contingency screening and ranking.
Application of Continuation Power Flow (CPF). Reactive Support Index (RSI), and
Generalized Curve Fit (GCF) for contingency screening and ranking for sample
power systems including Be Hydro and Ontario Hydro systems.
Development of new methods for contingency screening and ranking. These methods
incorporate the ' reselecting curve fining points' and' filtering out unreasonable nose
points ' techniques.
Evaluation of the proposed methods for contingency screening and ranking of
different power systems.
The research presented in this thesis shows that the proposed methods can provide a
fast estimate of voltage stability margins for branch outage contingencies. These
estimates can then be used to rank potential contingencies. The computation time for
this method is not very large. These methods have the potential to be implemented in
any on-line voltage stability assessment scheme. Once the potential contingencies are
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ranked. control actions can be implemented to enhance the security of the power
system with respect to voltage instability.
6.2 Suggestions for futurework
The work reponed in this thesis can be extended in the following areas:
The proposed methods still use all the PQ buses at all studied areas, which are the
same as the GCF. To speed up the calculation, it is possible to choose a few ' typical'
PQ buses for curve fining instead of all PQ buses in load increase areas. The
panicipation factor proposed in [30] might be one of the candidates (0 decide the
' typical' PQbuses.
To improve the accuracy of the proposed methods, the combination of this method
with the Iterative filte ring method proposed in [5) is a potential approach.
The objective of contingency ranking for on-line voltage stability assessment is (0
assist in the implementation of suitable preventive and corrective control actions to
enhance the security of the power system. There is a significant potential for research
in this direction.
Recently there has been considerable interest in the use of FACTS (Flexible AC
Transmission Systems) devices for power system control. The effectiveness of these
devices for voltage stability enhancement should be investigated.
us
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AppeodixA
Summary of Different Power System Models
A.I s-bus Power System
Table A.I S-bus power system component data
Table A.l 5~bus power system base-c ase load now summary
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Real Power (MW) Reactive Power(Mvar)
From genera tion 149.62 13.85
To load 145.00 30.00
From line charging 0.00 29.99
To losses 4.62 13.81
System diagram is shown in Figure 4.1.
A.2 New England 39-bus Power System
Buses
Generato rs
Bus shunts
Lines
Transfonn ers
39
I I
35
13
n o
Table A.4 New England Js- bus system base case load flow summary
Real Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar)
From gener ation 6192.55 1108.29
To load 6150.50 1508.90
To bus shunts 0.00 -213.39
From line charging 0.00 1120.62
To losses 42.04 933.21
System diagram is shown in Figure 4.9.
A.3 IEEE lIS-bus Power System
Table A.S IEEE l tS-bus power system component data
Buses I 118
Genera tors I 54
Bus shunts I 14
Lines i 177
Transformers I 9
Table A.6 IEEE l lScbus power system base case load flow summary
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Real Power(MW) Reactive Power (Mvar)
From generation 3803.40 0.00
To load 3668.00 1438.00
To bus shunts 0.00 -84.41
From line charging 0.00 1338.86
To losses 133,03 784,62
A.4 IEEE 300-bu, Power System
Table A.7 IEEE 3oo·bus power system component data
Buses 300
Generators 69
Bus shunts 29
Lines 304
Transforme rs 106
Table A.8 IEEE 300-bus power system base case load flow swnmary
Real Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar)
From generation 23200.44 8014.65
To load 23246.87 7787.97
To bus shunts 1.19 599.63
From line charging 0.00 5901.35
To losses 4 10.88 5528.35
A.S 600·bus Power System
TableA.9 600-buspowersystemcomponent data
Buses 600
Generators 123
Busshunts 368
Lines 1019
Transfonners J72
TableA.IO 6~bus powersystem base case loadflowsummary
RealPower(MW) Reactive Power(Mvar)
Fromgeneration 25148.90 6838.50
To load 24594.60 \4112.10
Tobus shunts 0.00 -10048
From linecharging 0.00 6564.2
To losses 555.30 9339 .70
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Appendix B
t 97·bus BC Hydro Power System Summary
One of the power system models used in the research is Be Hydro 197·bus power
system. In this power system. most of the available sources of hydroe lectric power are
distant from the southwest pan of the province. where most of the demand is located.
Figure B.I shows the entire SOOkV network and the subtransmisison network of the
major load centers of l ower Mainland (around the city of Vancouver) and the south part
of Vancouver Island (around the city of Victoria ). The transmission network is
Interconnected with the TransAlta Utilities system in the Province of Alberta. the West
Kootenay power and l ight System in the southeast pan of British Columbia. and the
interconnected Western System of the U. S. A in the south. Figure 8 .2 sho....s the
geographic location of 8e Hydro transmission netWork.
The major generation system of BC Hydro consists of those on the Peace and
Columbia Rivers. (Table 8 .1 shows the information of the main power plants of BC
Hydro power system) (31). The Peace River system (G. M. Shrum and Peace Canyon
generating stations). located at the northern pan of the Province. has a generating
capacity of ) 400 MW. The majority of this capacity is transmitted about 1000 km
through 500 kV transmission to the load centers. The Columbia River system (Mica,
Revelstck e. Seven Miles. and Kootenay Canal generating stations). located in the south
interior region of the province. has a generating capacity of 4730 MW at distances
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ranging from 200 to 500 km from the load centers. The transfer over the part of the 500
kV network feeding the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island is limited by voltage
stability [31].
The BC Hydro power system data file used in the research is generated using the
power system model for the WSCC (Western Systems Coordination Ccuncih Sj l j -bus
power system PI I file. Table B.2 shows the WSCC 8313-bus power system component
data, and Table B.) shows the WSCC 83 13-bus power system base case load flow
summary. The data are obtained from the web site:
http:.riwww.ferc.fcd.usielectricinI 5.D 15data.htm. These data are for the 1998 summer
loading condition.
The general procedure for the derivation of the 197-bus BC Hydro power system
data file is shown below:
( I) Obtain the basic power system parameters (bus data and transmission line data) from
WSCC.RAW file on the above website and change it to CDF (IEEE Common Data
Forman file.
(2) Find the II tie transmission lines connecting BC Hydro power system to the other
subsystems and all the power transferred through the tie lines using Powerworld
Viewer software (test edition>,which is available on web site:
http://www. powerworld.com.
(3) Cut off all the tie transmission lines between BC Hydro and all the other subsystems,
and install the equivalent real power and reactive power exchange through the tie
Jines on the buses in BC Hydro accordingly.
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(4) Change initial values for iteration in the new BeHydro power system data file so thai
the initial values are close to the converged value for power flow. Thus. the final
equivalent BC Hydro 197-bus power system COF data file is obtained. Table B.4
shows the BC Hydro 1 97~bus power system component data; table B.5 shows the BC
Hydro 197-bus power system base case load flow.
This BC Hydro 197-bus power system load flow data is used for contingency
screening and ranking.
Table 8.1 BC Hydro main power plant summary
NA . :-ioI AlIallable
Power Typo Capacity a", Power Power Terminal Voltage
Station (Hydro or (MWl Number Generation Generation Voltage Angle
Name Thenml) ( ~tWl (Mv:lt) (P.U l kVl (Degree)
Buna rd Thermal 912 -1015 0 -138.32 0.965 / 15.9 _36.-10
Cheakmus ~A· NA -1026 144.00 18.74 1.02114.1 -24.25
Gorden~l. Hydro 2730
"'"
1122.00 -205.35 0.978 / IB - 1.23
Slwm 4043 663.39 261,67 1.049 /14 .5 -2,24
(G. ~ . S )
'047 400.00 -96.9 0.979 /IB -2.65
Kootenay Hydro ,,, ".. 529.00 -46.76 0.969 / 13..\ -1.52Canal
KellyL . k NA NA ",069 0 2U5 1.014 / 12.7 -25.64
l.~. EQIV NA NA
""
209.00 8.53 1.00 113 ,8 -32.99
~ica Hydro 1736 -oa 1700.00 rs.ss 0.961 /15.4 6.50
Peace Hydro 700 -Ill I 530.00 23.15 0.9S5 /13.6 _3..\7
Canyon
RevelStoke Hydro 1843 -1117 ISIS .75 105.00 1.009 / 16.1 0
Sellen Mile Hydro
'"
4 130 590.00 - 19.S6 0.985 / 13.6 -1.02
V. L T NA NA 4 140 0 -36.09 1.006 / 12.7 -45.84
-1141 0 -36.09 1.023 /13 .0 -45.S1
VA. IS. EQ NA SA 4 142 I 27900 -2S.06 1.00 /1 3.8 -40 .17
WhalShan NA NA 4153 55.00 9.93 1.05 /14 .5 -9.84
WHiston NA NA 4 154 0 -6 .5 0.928 / 11.6 _19.32
D~RSVC NA NA 4 182 0 150.5 t.ll9 111 -41.22
Kemano NA NA 4186 810 294.69 1.078 / 14.9 -4.93
Bridge Riller Hydro 480 42 10 175.00 2.30 1.02 /14. 1 -15.76
4111 200.00 2.30 1.023/ 14.1 -18.45
Data from Powerworld Viewer Data from 197-bus Io<ldflow ([PROW)
.'
Table 8 .2 WSCC 8313- bus power system component data
Buses 8313
Generators 1320
Bus shunts 1059
Lines 7767
Transfonners 2951
Phase Shifters 16
DC Converters 6
Table B.3 WSCC 83t3- bU5power system base case load flow summary
Real Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar)
fr om generation 132686.78 25619 .00
To load 127642.73 31644.42
From line charging 0.00 50329.89
To losses 4557.74 59391.75
Table 8.4 Be Hydro 197- bus power system componen t data
Buses 191
Generators 21
Busshunts 120
lines 311
Table 8 .5 BC Hydro 197-bus power system base case load flow summary
Real Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar)
From generation 9223.8 242.65
To load 8803.8 2521.03
From line charging 0.00 1044.13
To losses 420.01 4762.40
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FigureB.I Mainstructureof Bfl Hydropowersystem
Figure 8.2 Geographic location of Be Hydro transmission network
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AppendixC
1254-bus Ontario Hydro Power System Summary
Another power system model used in the research is Ontario Hydro 1254-bus
power system. In this power system, most of the electricity is provided by Hydro and
nuclear power plants. which are located at northern part of the province and around the
Great Lakes respectively, while most a f the load is located around the Great l akes. The
transmission network. of Ontario Hydro is interconnected with other power systems
through J3 transmission lines. Figure C.I shows the main structure of Ontario Hydro
power system; Figure C.2 gives the geographic location of Ontario Hydro transmission
network.
The Ontario Hydro power system data file used in the research is generated from
1371S-bus power system. which is obtained from web site:
http://www.powerworld.comlfe rcNEPP.html. These data are for 1998 summer load of
New England Power Pool. Table C.I shows the information of the main generators of
Ontario Hydro power system. Table C.2 presents the 137lS-bus power system
component data. The base case load flow summary is given in Table C.3.
The general procedure for derivation of the Ontario Hydro t2S4-bus power
system data file is shown below:
(I ) Obtain the basic power system parameters from the above web site and change it to
RAW data file.
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(2) Find the 13 tie trans missio n lines ccneec ung Ontario Hydro to other sub-systems and
all the power transferred through the tic lines using pcwerwcrtd viewer software.
which can bedownload from web site: http://www .powerworld .com.
(3) Cut off all the tie transmission lines between Ontario Hydro and all the other sub-
systems. and install the equivalent real and reactive power exchange through the tie
lines on the buses in Ontario Hyd ro accord ingly. Thus. the equivalent On tario Hydro
I254·bus RAW data file is obtained.
Table C.4 shows the Ontario Hydro 11S4·bus power system component data;
Table C.S shows the base case load flow for this power system. The equiv alent Ontario
Hydro 1254-bus powe r system RAW data file is used as a sample system for contingcncy
screen ing and ranki ng.
@
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FigureC.l Main structure of OntarioHydropowersystem
Table C.I Ontario Hydro main generator summary
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Generator Capacity Bus Pow", Power Terminal Voltage
Name (MW) Number Generation Generation Voltage Angle
(MW) (Mvar) (p.u /kV) (Degree)
BRUCEBG8 1025.0 10326 750.00 209.22 0.9990/24.0 -1.70
BRUCEBG6 1025.0 10327 750.00 209.22 0.99&4124.0 -4.77
BRUCEBGS 1025.0 10328 750.00 209.22 0.9987/24.0 -4.67
BRUCEBG7 1025.0 10329 750.00 209.22 0.9988124.0 -4.72
DARLGI 1101.0 10881 1192.89 578.00 1.0548123.2 -4.43
DARLG2 llOI.O 10882 930.00 52.76 0.9900121.8 -5.94
DARLG4 1101.0 10883 930.00 52.58 0.990212 1.8 -5.93
DARLGJ 1101.0 10884 930.00 52.58 0.9902121 .8 -5.93
PICB G7 635.30 10911 540.00 101.67 0.9988124.0 -12.27
PICBG8 635.30 10912 540.00 101.67 0.9987124.0 -12.27
PIC B OS 635.30 10913 540.00 75.48 0.9913123.8 -12.14
PICBG6 635.30 10914 540.00 75.48 0.9913123.8 -12.09
LENNOXG2 675.00 11422 570.00 73.69 0.9507/19.0 -1.59
LENNOXGI 675.00 11423 570.00 73.69 0.9507/19.0 -1.32
NANTICG7 675.00 11764 500.00 93.\0 0.9753121.5 -6.04
:"JANTICG6 675.00 12765 500.00 93.10 0.9764123.3 -11.88
Data fromPowerwortd Viewer Data from 1254-busload flow(IPFLOW)
Table C.2 NEPP 13,115- bus power system component data
Buses 13,115
Generators s.sn
Busshunts 495
Lines 25,125
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Table C.3· NEPP 13,715·bus power system base case load flow summary
Real Power (MW) Reactive Power (M var )
From generation 460557 .6 83536.3
To load 451355.6 165226.7
From line charging 670.8 -104092.6
To losses 8603.64 22615 .79
Table C.4 Ontario Hydro 1254- bus power system component data
Buses 1254
Genera tors 268
Bus shunts 113
Lines 1970
Table C.S Ontario Hydro 12S4·bus power system base case load flow summary
Real Power (MW) Reactive Power (Mvar)
From generation 23989.07 3490 .74
To load 23439.60 12465.27
From line charging 0.00 7003.85
To losses 438 .80 8261.11
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Figure C.2 Geographic location of Ontario Hydro transmissio n network




